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Introduction
Introduction
In March 2010, Jacobs was commissioned by Kent County Council’s (KCC) Regeneration and Planning Department to develop a
conceptual masterplan for improvements to the public realm of Margate Seafront and Station Approach. The study area for the project
extends from Margate Station to the Turner Contemporary Gallery that is currently under construction adjacent to the Harbour Arm and
due to open in April 2011.

Report structure
An overview of the project vision and engagement process is provided, along with a summary of how the process was integrated with
the development of the design. A summary of each of the engagement events is provided in Appendices C-J.

Defining the Vision
A Wider Client Group was established at the outset of the project to ensure that key stakeholders were engaged in the design and
decision making process. KCC Regeneration & Economy is the lead client and the rest of the group is made up of representatives from
Thanet District Council (TDC), Margate Renewal Partnership (MRP), Kent Highway Services (KHS), Network Rail (NR), Southeastern
Railways (SER), Kent Arts Development Unit (KADU) and Margate Arts Creativity Heritage (MACH). The Wider Client Group’s role
was to steer the project, and agree and sign off key project deliverables and decisions.
To develop the design an Integrated Design Team (IDT) was set up comprising selected representatives from the Wider Client Group
along with other specialists with a range of public realm design expertise. The core group included landscape architects and engineers
from Jacobs, KCC Regeneration and Projects Manager, Thanet District Council’s Principal Planning Officer and Margate’s Arts and
Cultural Heritage Project Manager. One of the first tasks for the IDT was to formulate a vision for Margate Seafront and Station
Approach.
The Vision Statement was endorsed by the Wider Client Group in May 2010 and identified four key components considered essential
for the successful delivery of the conceptual design:
Margate: Beautiful – Affordable – Sustainable - Connected
A full copy of the Vision Statement is included in Appendix A.
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Stage 1 Engagement – Informing the Design Concept

Prior to commencing the outline design, Jacobs undertook a series of stakeholder engagement events with the aim of getting the local
community actively involved in supporting the vision and influencing the design process. Engagement events were planned in line with
the project team’s Engagement Strategy endorsed by the Wider Client Group in May 2010. A copy of the Project Engagement Strategy
can be found in Appendix B. Engagement exercises were undertaken with the general public and community groups, local businesses,
youth groups, people with disabilities and representatives from the creative sector with the aim of them helping to inform the
development of the conceptual masterplan.
A summary of the first round of engagement events and groups is provided below and further details can be found in Appendices C –
H.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Public (Locals & Visitors): Groundwork Trust’s Walkie Talkies (Easter & Spring Bank Holiday 2010)
Thanet Disability Forum (TDF): One to One site visit (13 May 2010), Disability Roadshow at the Winter Gardens (15 July 2010)
and TDF Committee Meeting (2 June 2010)
A half day workshop with community representatives (7 June 2010)
A morning with members of the Thanet Day Opportunities Service, based at Tivoli Brooks in Margate (8 June 2010)
A drop-in afternoon for local businesses (8 June 2010)
Workshop with the Margate Youth Council (16 June 2010)
Presentation to the Engage Youth Forum (6 July 2010)
Distribution of post cards amongst young people at the Summer Blast Event, requesting ideas for the frontage (5 August 2010)
Interactive workshops with the Margate Creative Advisory Group (CAG): 5 & 19 July 2010. A summary of the CAG Workshops
is provided in a separate report 1

Each of the events was lead by Jacobs, with support from Kent County Council and representatives of the Groundwork Trust’s Walkie
Talkie project where appropriate.

1

Creative Advisory Group Feedback Report July 2010
2
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Shaping the Design
The key themes that emerged as a result of the public and stakeholder engagement events were collated and summarised by the IDT.
The findings were reported to the Wider Client Group on 28 June 2010 when the group agreed the broad principles of the outline
design concept. The key themes are summarised in the figures on the following pages.
Feedback from all of the groups engaged with provided similar observations and a high level of consensus on recommendations:
Observations
• Long list of recognised existing beautiful elements
• Beautiful on seaside, ugly on the land side
• Fondness of past times and the traditional seafront
• Lack of routine maintenance
• Lack of basic hygiene and comfort facilities
• Young people gathering with nothing to do
• Antisocial behaviour
• Redundant shops and buildings
• Too much clutter
• Dominant highway
• Insufficient and unclear parking arrangements
Recommendations
• Requests for both café culture and arcade style traditional frontage
• Separate character areas to accommodate different activities
• Calmer traffic and a simplified highway
• More seafront activities and entertainment
• More colour and a sense of welcome
• Greater facilities for children and youth
• Improved lighting (functional and aesthetic)
• New street furniture and understandable signage
• Better access to the beach
• Durability, partnership, communication and doing it properly
3

4

5

6

The findings of the engagement identified that the integrated design team needed to:
•
•
•

Create a scheme which enables people to enjoy what is already there
Provide all the appropriate facilities for a day at the seaside in a way that enhances rather than detracts from the overall
aesthetics of the town, which people cherish
Deliver a simple, minimal and functional scheme that brings harmony to the frontage

It was agreed that the proposal should be a contemporary take on the traditional seaside frontage, delivered through a simple and
harmonious design.
Options were worked up by the IDT based upon the feedback from the engagement events and agreement of the simple, harmonious
design approach by the Wider Client Group.

7
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Stage 2 Engagement - Feedback on the Draft Masterplan
In September 2010 further engagement events were held to seek stakeholders’ views on the design approach and draft conceptual
masterplan, and to provide them with the opportunity to further comment upon and influence the outline design.
Two events were held:
•

A Community Stakeholder Workshop was held on 10 September 2010 for attendees from the June workshop, plus other
community representatives that had come forward through the scheme development

•

A Local Business and Community Drop-in was held on 15 September 2010. Attendees were invited via a letter drop to local
businesses along the seafront, beach and Old Town, plus the invite was extended to those who were unable to attend the
workshop event

Full details of the events and feedback can be found in Appendices I and J respectively

Draft Conceptual Masterplan
At both stakeholder events two conceptual masterplan options were presented and attendees were invited to comment on the general
approach and specific areas of the scheme. The first option provided a paved treatment throughout the scheme and enhanced space
and deck area at Station Green and, the second option provided a more affordable scheme with a predominantly tarpaved highway
and a more modest approach at Station Green.
The key features of these designs are described below:
Main Features
• A less dominant highway environment with reduced road widths and highway furniture throughout
• A series of new and improved public spaces along the frontage
• Controlled pedestrian crossing points at key locations along the frontage
• Widened pavements and promenade where possible
8

Details
• Improved beach access with boardwalk
• Places to meet and sit
• Opportunities for pavement cafés
• Reduced number of railings and street clutter
• Increased disabled parking
• Better defined bus stops and taxi ranks
• Improved signs and lighting (both aesthetic and utility)
• Quality, sustainably sourced paving materials
• Designed to be easily and economically maintained
An overall preference for the second option, with the simpler proposal of maintaining a tarpaved highway, was established. It was also
thought that the Station Green space should be remodelled to have less impact on the adjacent TS Eliot Shelter and create an
appropriate setting for this Grade II listed feature.
CABE Involvement
In addition to public and stakeholder engagement, earlier discussions with the Wider Client Group identified that it would be beneficial
to the project to have a mechanism for a ‘cold-eyes’ review of the design approach and conceptual masterplan.
The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) were approached through Louise Duggan due to their existing
interest in Margate’s regeneration, and it was agreed to assign a CABE Enabler to the project to provide an open minded, outside view
of the design. Colin Davis was assigned as the project’s CABE Enabler. Colin has considerable experience in innovative highway
design, in particular reducing the scale and appearance of roads, junctions and traffic to provide an enhanced experience to
pedestrians and other users, and to respect an area’s sense of place.
Meetings were held with Louise Duggan and Colin Davis, including a tour of recent highway and public realm improvement schemes in
Central London to review innovations in highway/townscape design, particularly looking at new approaches to pedestrian crossing
points.
Following the CABE meeting improved junction layouts were developed and an option to include a paved central reserve or refuge was
explored.

9

Revisions to Draft Conceptual Masterplan
Comments from the engagement events and CABE were integrated into the conceptual design and two revised options were
developed - one with and one without a central pedestrian refuge. The key improvements to these layouts were:
•

Station Car Park - Improved layout to integrate bus turning into the circulation of the car park to make better use of space and
avoid parked buses blocking views to the seafront

•

Station Green - Retaining and extending the existing decked area by Station Green to incorporate the proposed Visitor Hub, to
improve its relationship with the beach and to improve the setting of the listed TS Elliott Shelter

•

Dreamland Space – amendments to steps and ramp to beach to reduce scale

•

Beach access and deck – minor amendments

•

Clock Tower Junction – a major re-arrangement of the junction layout to create a four-way crossroads type junction and a
significant public space on the beach side of the Clock Tower, and to provide an appropriate setting for this valued feature

The IDT worked up revised drawings and developed a materials palette. These were presented along with stakeholder feedback and a
summary of CABE’s involvement to the Wider Client Group on 14 October 2010. The group accepted and approved design
improvements to date, and overall favoured the central pedestrian refuge approach to the highway along Marine Drive. However they
requested that planned discussions with maintenance managers take place as soon as possible, so that it could be established
whether or not it would be feasible given the potential constraint it could present to allow flexibility and access to ensure maintenance
of the seafront without unduly adding to congestion.

Kent Highways Services Maintenance Consultation
A meeting with Kent Highway Services (KHS) network managers and highway maintenance representatives was held on 21 October
2010. Overall KHS’s preference was for the option without central reserve as they were concerned about the potential effects of the
scheme on maintenance activities. In particular the combined effect of new junction layouts, road narrowing and central refuge was
thought likely to exacerbate congestion and it was thought that introducing some, but not all of, the proposed elements would be more
manageable. The representatives also thought that the central reserve would have cost and time implications on highway maintenance
10

as traffic management would need to be used for even the simplest of maintenance tasks adding time and the cost of increased traffic
management to all operations. Some of the representatives were also concerned about safety as there could be ambiguity over
whether the refuge was pedestrian or vehicular, especially at night.
Specific Issues raised were:
•

Junctions – The combined effect of the three-way traffic light controlled junction at Station Green and four-way controlled junction at
the Clock Tower could cause significant congestion if there was an incident between the two. Previous major incidents, events and
road closures have resulted in queues back to Birchington as there is no viable alternative route in the highway network. The extent
of congestion will be assessed by a traffic modelling exercise to establish whether the level would be acceptable and also whether
design amendments could lessen the effect.
It was agreed that Station Green junction was acceptable as the existing roundabout did not work well. However the impacts of the
Arlington/Tesco development and the Dreamland Heritage Theme Park/Housing development were not fully understood at this
stage because design proposals are not sufficiently advanced.
Many were concerned about the Clock Tower junction, particularly the local sensitivity associated with a previous traffic light
controlled junction at this location that had been unpopular with motorists. However the proposed new layout includes improved
pedestrian movements around the junction and a new space created by the beach. It is hoped that these benefits would outweigh
the concerns of motorists.

•

Carriageway - Some questioned why the carriageway needed to be narrowed. It would reduce
visual dominance of the road and traffic, and by widening pavements it would allow more space for
wheelchairs and buggies at pinch points where the existing pavement is obstructed by street
furniture, bus shelters, private forecourts with tables and chairs etc. Additionally new areas of
pavement café could be created, particularly garden rooms along Marine Parade. This would need
careful enforcement and defined areas to prevent encroachment onto the pavement, making the
usable footway even narrower.
On the beach-side the road narrowing and pavement widening would accommodate pedestrian and
cyclists, including the Viking Trial, on the promenade. It was agreed that a simple demarcation of a
cycle lane within the pavement would be acceptable rather than formal lines and signs. A minimum
width of three metres for the shared pavement would be sufficient, however it was thought that
some commuters may still choose to cycle on the carriageway and this should be allowed for in the
11

road width. The boardwalk proposal along the foot of the seawall would also create an alternative route choice for pedestrians away
from the shared footway/cycleway along the promenade.
No adverse comments were received from KHS against the principal of removal of guard rails to allow pedestrians a free choice of
crossing points (controlled and informal).
Event Management - The existing carriageway along Marine Parade is occasionally closed for events, funfairs etc, and it is usually
a requirement of the emergency services that a roadway is kept through the event area. Any changes in the road width, addition of
pedestrian refuges, loss of parking etc. would need to take this into consideration if these popular events were to continue.
Thanet DC also has an aspiration to hold more events on the beach. Beach access will need to be maintained for vehicles and
consideration needs to be given to how they would cross extended pavement areas from the carriageway to existing beach access
ramps near the TS Elliot Shelter and Harbour Arm slipway.
•

Central Pedestrian Refuge - A full discussion was held with the group regarding the pros and cons of the central refuge option,
including design modifications to overcome some issues.
Concerns were primarily focused on the practicalities of keeping traffic flowing during routine maintenance of lighting, gullies etc;
planned short and longer term work on utilities; and in emergencies (accidents, gas leaks etc). Road closures are not a practical
option along Marine Drive due to the lack of viable alternative routes, and therefore are a last resort. With the central reserve, traffic
management would be needed for even the simplest maintenance tasks which would involve temporary signage and an additional
gang to set up and dismantle. Without the reserve, ‘Stop-Go’ boards could be used for short works or temporary lights for overnight
works. Therefore the addition of the reserve could potentially turn increase both the number of operatives needed to manage the
works and the length of time of the operation.
To increase flexibility, the pros and cons of a raised or flush refuge need to be assessed. KHS are removing raised refuges in
Ashford as they need to be painted to make them more visible. This is not practical or aesthetically desirable. A flush refuge would
allow more flexibility to re-direct traffic, but would need to be constructed to be able to support the weight of vehicles, e.g. setts,
block paving, contrasting coloured road surface etc.
Others were concerned about the safety on a flush refuge as it would not be clear if it were a traffic or pedestrian area. For
example, if a vehicle loading obstructs the main carriageway, cars would swerve on to the refuge area causing conflict with
crossing pedestrians. This could be worse at night when nightclubs are closing and taxis are picking up.
12

•

Cumulative Effects
The combined effect of new junction layouts, road narrowing and a central refuge may exacerbate congestion, particularly for
routine maintenance, events and emergencies. Introducing some but not all of the proposed elements would be more manageable,
e.g. narrowing and reserve with just one traffic light controlled junction at Station Green; central reserve and traffic controlled
junctions and no narrowing; or narrowing with traffic lights at both junctions and no central reserve.

•

Lighting & Technology
Ideas initially promoted by the Margate Creative Advisory Group (CAG) included LED lights to back of columns, festoons or flags
on existing posts. These had been presented to the Wider Client Group who had favoured a simple approach of retaining existing
columns and removing clutter from them. KHS support the simple approach, however the Town Council has plans to remove the
existing rented motifs and replace them with festoons that they have already purchased. Festoons are not ideal due to climatic
factors and the curve of the bay which means intermittent posts would be needed. The project team needs to consider how the
aspiration to accommodate lighting along the seafront is met if existing lighting columns are not appropriate to use. This could be
accommodated by a separate creative lighting commission.
To access new and retained lighting columns in paved areas vehicular access would be needed for maintenance. Reinforced
paved areas that would be able to take vehicles off the narrowed carriageway could be used, however access points/drop kerbs
would be needed. To avoid the potential to look disjointed and/or be abused by unauthorised parking or loading, careful
consideration should be given to these areas in the detailed design.
KHS would like the scheme to be future-proof and to consider new technologies such as creation of a WiFi zone along the seafront,
looking at wireless technology as an alternative to the existing wired tannoy system, and ensuring that any new ducting is
incorporated with the scheme, particularly as the existing ducting is now aged.

•

Materials
The group supported the use of quality concrete and re-constituted products that are easily available. They warned against hard to
source materials as they have no stockpiling facilities and it is hard to enforce their use with utilities companies. Light colours such
as at Fort Hill are hard to keep clean and looking good. There is also a preference for small unit tactile paving as it is less prone to
cracking. The cheaper concrete tactile slabs are particularly prone to cracking.
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•

Gullies
Gulley clearance is a more frequent event on the seafront than on other roads due to the build up of sand. This work would be
hampered by a narrowed carriageway and/or central refuge (see above for implications with/without reserve for working on the
road).
Along Marine Parade the run-off drains under the road and exits through the seawall onto the beach. The introduction of pavement
cafés means that the potential for litter, food waste from spillages and broken glass being flushed through onto the beach is
increased.
The TDC proposals for replacement of the seawall between the beach café and Harbour Arm were explained. Overall KHS felt the
option of moving the wall next to the carriageway would create problems with maintenance, particularly when combined with a
reduced width carriageway.

•

Utilities – There are no plans to undertake any major replacement works in the next five years, however the infrastructure is
particularly old and gas leaks have been a frequent issue. If the scheme goes forward, the early engagement of the utility
companies is recommended.

It was agreed that modifications to the design could be made to resolve highway management and maintenance issues, subject to
KHS being satisfied that potential congestion levels during operation and maintenance are acceptable. It was agreed that KHS would
be engaged during the detailed design process to ensure that the highway management and maintenance issues are properly
addressed.

Margate Renewal Partnership Board and Joint Transportation Board
Conceptual Masterplan Options were presented to the Margate Renewal Partnership (MRP) Board on the 28 October 2010, along with
photomontages at key locations to illustrate the effect of carriageway narrowing both ‘with’ and ‘without’ central reserve options. The
overall approach and layout of the conceptual masterplan options were welcomed by the board who felt that the proposals would be a
benefit to the seafront’s public realm. However no preference for ‘with’ or ‘without’ central reserve was expressed.
The proposals were also presented to the Joint Transportation Board (JTB) on 25 November 2010. The board were also very
supportive of the proposals. They expressed a slight preference for the ‘with’ central reserve option, however they also supported the
concerns over highway management identified by KHS. Further work was requested by the JTB to explore the implications of the
central reserve option. A traffic assessment was also to be undertaken on the junction options to ensure that they could deliver public
realm benefits and maintain their current capacity.
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The ‘with’ and ‘without’ central reserve masterplans and photomontages presented to the MRP & JTB Boards are shown in Appendix J.

Further Engagement Events
Following the JTB and MRP Board meetings, engagement events were postponed until the further work had been undertaken to refine
the junction options. In January and February 2011, youth and disability groups were consulted on the revised scheme with a particular
emphasis on how they would use the spaces created and how accessible they found the scheme.
Thanet Day Care Opportunities Service - A visit was paid to Thanet Day Care Opportunities Service on 11 January 2011.
Overall the group supported the concept and felt that the proposals offered them more places to sit and meet, and somewhere they
would feel safer and more comfortable. They would like to see clear signage and features such as flags included, and some felt that
there should be more car parking. Details are provided in Appendix K.
Thanet Youth Council – An engagement evening was held at Marine Studios on 4 February 2011.
The group supported the overall proposals, and felt that the proposed spaces should be developed in a flexible way that would make
them suitable for performance space and events. They also felt that wayfinding and information points should be consistent throughout
the town.
If segregated cycle lanes were introduced they thought they should be designed so people could still stand up against the railings and
look out over the beach and beach events. Details are provided in Appendix L.
Kent Disability Reference Panel – A presentation was given to the panel at County Hall on 26 January 2011.
The key points that came out of the discussion are summarised below:
•

Pedestrian Strategy - The pedestrian strategy i.e. the introduction of controlled crossings close to desire lines as a concept was
broadly supported

•

Controlled Crossings at Junctions - The use of controlled crossings / traffic signals at key junctions was preferred as an
approach, rather than informal crossings around a roundabout (Station Green being the example discussed)

•

Middle Islands at Crossings - The introduction of controlled pedestrian crossings which allow users to cross in one go i.e. without
a middle island was recommended.
15

•

Beach Access - The proposed improvements to beach access i.e. new pedestrian ramp and step arrangement in front of the
Dreamland Heritage Amusement Park and retention of existing ramps was supported in principle, subject to detailed design

•

Boardwalk - The aspiration for a boardwalk connecting existing and proposed pedestrian ramps to the beach, such as that found
at Broadstairs, was supported

•

Non Shared Space Approach - The design team’s decision not to introduce a shared space approach was supported

•

Central Reservation - The group discussed the pros and cons of the central reservation concept. Further to discussion, it was
concluded that this would be a non inclusive scheme element and therefore not a positive feature of the scheme. It was suggested
that the space it used in the centre of the carriageway would be better used if added to the pedestrian footpath adjacent to the
beach. This additional space could be used to facilitate a segregated pedestrian/cycle pathway arrangement

•

Shared Cycle and Pedestrian Footpath - The existing proposal to retain the shared pedestrian and cycle pathway arrangement
on the sea side of Marine Parade/Terrace was not supported. The panel recommended that the design team further investigate
how a segregated arrangement can be accommodated without spoiling the look of the promenade/public realm improvements

16
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The Conceptual Masterplan
Overall the principles and concept for the seafront improvements are widely supported by all that were engaged in the development of
the outline design. However there are some elements where stakeholders felt that they needed more detail to enable them to make an
informed decision on a preferred option.
Three key issues were identified that needed further design and investigation:
•
•
•

Marine Drive and Marine Parade – with or without central reserve
Station Green and Clock Tower Junctions Options
The Promenade – segregated or shared footway/cycleway

Central Reserve
Taking note of KHS’s comments on the practicalities of maintaining a single carriageway road with central reserve, an exercise was
undertaken to investigate the introduction of level crossover points within the central reserve to allow traffic to be managed when road
closures are required. However, after much consideration the design team were concerned that the required size and scale of the
breaks required to safely accommodate vehicle movement and activity would erode the concept, and clutter the simple appearance of
the scheme.
As an alternative, a central reserve that is almost level to the road surface throughout was developed. This would allow free pedestrian
movement along the structure, whilst clearly identifying pedestrian and vehicle space. Contained vehicle movement across the
reservation could be accommodated should it be required in an emergency or maintenance situation (i.e. traffic contained within a
double line of cones).
Essentially the 'with’ central reserve option would consist of:
•
•
•
•

Central area paved to visually match the pavements (with sub-base to a highway specification)
A visually contrasting kerb line laid to a reinforced highway construction
A minor up stand (approximately 25mm)
And either a bull nosed or chamfered kerb edge to accommodate occasional vehicle movement

Conceptual Masterplan Options ‘with’ and ‘without’ the central reserve are illustrated in Appendix M, accompanied by a comparative
assessment table based upon the vision statement objectives – beautiful, affordable, sustainable, connected.
17

Junction Options
To address concerns regarding the practicalities and potential local sensitivity of the signal controlled junction at the Clock Tower
shown on the masterplan, alternative junction options were drawn up. Firstly an enhanced existing roundabout option, and secondly an
option for a relocated mini roundabout at Belgrave Road, i.e. in the same location as proposed signal controlled junction.
Options were also explored for the Station Green Roundabout. These included the existing roundabout with an enhanced public realm
treatment, a remodelled four-arm roundabout, a new mini roundabout and a signal controlled junction.
To assist the selection of preferred junction options, traffic assessments were undertaken using ARCADY and Linsig modelling
systems to assess operational capacity of the options. The existing roundabouts were also assessed for comparative purposes. Both
were found to be underperforming and if the current arrangements are maintained, they are likely to struggle in the future as new
developments come forward. Full details of the assessment can be found in a separate report2.
The junction options are illustrated in Appendix N, along with a comparative assessment table that seeks to balance the public realm
and pedestrian connectivity benefits of the scheme with the practical constraints of operational capacity, cost and ease of delivery.

The Promenade
During the engagement process it became clear that opinion differed on the best way to accommodate cyclists. It was agreed that road
widths should be sufficient to accommodate those who wished to cycle on the road. However, as many of the users of the seafront are
leisure cyclists of varying confidence and ability, ranging from young children on stabilisers to longer distance cyclists using the coastal
path, there is a need to continue to accommodate them on the promenade.
Although the proposals allow for widening the promenade throughout the scheme some felt that there is the potential for conflict
between cyclists and other users (pedestrians, mobility scooters, people gathering to look at the view or watch events on the beach
etc.). Some felt that cyclists should be segregated by a demarcation in the pavement, others felt that the existing shared arrangement
should be retained.
Potential issues with segregation include accommodating the many formal and informal pedestrian movements from land to beach
side, and the changing and seasonal nature of the seafront’s use. In general those representing disability groups had a preference for

2

Margate Seafront Public Realm Capacity Assessments of Potential Clock Tower and Station Green Junction Layout Options
Draft Technical Note, Jacobs January 2011
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segregation, whilst others felt that the flexible arrangement of a shared promenade was preferable, particularly given that the proposals
would provide a wider area than existing.

Selection of a Preferred Option
The options for the central reserve, junction options and shared or segregated footway/cycleway were presented to the Wider Client
Group on 3 February 2011. The group were requested to consider the opinions gathered through the engagement process and those
of the organisations they represent, and to report back their preference and justification to the project team. These comments were
reported to the client to take a balanced view on which option to take forward.
Central Reserve – Whilst there was much support for the central reserve, it was decided on balance that the feature would not be
included in the final scheme. Concerns still remained about the maintenance and management of this feature and, without a similar
scale precedent, it was decided not to go any further with the concept. The views of the Kent Disability Reference Panel, who did not
support the concept, were paramount in the decision.
Junctions Options – The decision to take forward the four-armed signal controlled junction at the Clock Tower was unanimous as it
offered the greatest benefits to the public realm and pedestrian connectivity, and a marginal improvement over the existing substandard junction in terms of operational capacity.
Opinion was divided over the preferred option for the Station Green junction. KHS expressed a clear preference for the remodelled
roundabout on the grounds of its benefits to operational capacity. Others favoured the signal controlled junction option as it provided
the best public realm opportunities, along with improved and direct crossing points. Bearing this in mind, it was decided that both
leading options would be presented to the JTB in summer 2011 for their recommendation. Both options will also be reviewed once the
results of the Wider Traffic Modelling are available in autumn 2011.
Promenade – It was decided to retain the existing shared cycle/pedestrian arrangement. The wider pavement on the seaside of the
highway, particularly without the central reserve will assist in easing pedestrian/cycle conflict. It was also felt that it was part of the
vibrant character and spirit of this section of the seafront to maintain the existing flexible arrangement.
The preferred Conceptual Masterplan is illustrated in the following sections:
5.1
5.2
5.3

Conceptual Masterplan (with alternative junctions at Station Green to be decided)
Photomontages
Illustrative Cross Sections (including materials palette)
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5.1 Conceptual Masterplan - Preferred Option
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5.2

Photomontages

Marine Terrace - existing

Marine Terrace – proposed narrowed carriageway
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Clock Tower - existing

Clock Tower – signal controlled junction and new space

Marine Gardens - existing

Marine Parade – narrowed carriageway and garden rooms
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5.3

Illustrative Cross-sections
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6

Preliminary Costings & Phasing
As part of the original commission of design services for the Margate Seafront Public Realm Improvements scheme, the project team
were instructed by KCC in September 2010, to provide preliminary cost estimates for the Masterplan that had been produced.
The initial estimates were based on a Masterplan option with a central reserve along Marine Terrace and Marine Drive and
accompanying signal controlled junctions at both Station Green and Clock Tower. Jacobs then produced a series of preliminary cost
estimates on this option with three variations relating to low, medium and high quality choices of materials and finishes; this was
completed in October 2010. At the client’s request the frontage of Margate Station included within the Masterplan was excluded from
this costing exercise as it would be delivered by Southeastern Railways.
Following the initial costing exercise, a construction phasing plan was later developed, which divided the scheme into five stages, in
December 2010 Jacobs were then instructed to develop the preliminary budget costing exercise to suit the individual stages.
The costing exercise was based on the low cost option using the standard materials (broadly similar to those illustrated by the cross
sections in Section 5), with a few main items refined (kerbs/paving).
A summary of the preliminary estimates for both the initial and secondary exercises is provided below. Detailed breakdowns, including
indicative treatments and notes on items not included can be found in the full report.3

Initial Preliminary Budget Estimates
The initial costing exercise, undertaken in October 2010, uses known costs from a variety of recent public realm and highway schemes
and by investigation with the relevant material suppliers. Detailed estimate breakdowns for the individual disciplines have not been
provided.

3

Margate Seafront Public Realm Improvements - Preliminary Costing Estimate Report
Document Reference No. B1454000/SG/6
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High, Medium & Low Cost Preliminary Cost Estimate Summary
Low Option

Low Option

Medium Option

Medium Option

High Option

High Option

Estimated cost

Estimated cost
Provisional items

Estimated cost

Estimated cost
Provisional items

Estimated cost

Estimated cost
Provisional items

£5,420,456.25

£506,000.00

£6,351,681.25

£698,460.00

£7,143,893.75

£1,056,800.00

£542,045.63

£50,600.00

£635,168.13

£69,846.00

£714,389.38

£105,680.00

TOTAL

£5,962,501.88

£556,600.00

£6,986,849.38

£768,306.00

£7,858,283.13

£1,162,480.00

Grand Total

£6,519,101.88

Construction
TOTAL
10%
Contingency

£7,755,155.38

£9,020,763.13

Secondary Budget Cost Estimates – Construction Phases
This section outlines the secondary costing exercise undertaken in December 2010, using costs from a variety of recent public realm
and highway scheme and by investigation with the relevant material suppliers. At the instruction of the client the scheme was a Low
cost variation of the masterplan without a central reservation. Detailed estimate breakdowns for the individual disciplines have not been
provided in this report.
The following table outlines the costing breakdown based on the following construction stages:
Stage 1 – Station Frontage (NOT INCLUDED IN ESTIMATES)
Stage 2 – Marine Terrace & Dreamland Space
Stage 3 – Marine Drive (including gateway feature)
Stage 4 – Station Green (including gateway feature)
Stage 5 – Clock Tower & Marine Gardens
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Preliminary Cost Estimate for Construction Phases - Summary

Low Option
Phase 2

Low Option
Phase 2

Low Option
Phase 3

Low Option
Phase 3

Low Option
Phase 4

Low Option
Phase 4

Low Option
Phase 5

Low Option
Phase 5

Marine Terrace
Estimated cost

Marine Terrace
Optional cost

Marine Drive
Estimated cost

Marine Drive
Optional cost

Station Green
Estimated cost

Station Green
Optional cost

Clock Tower
Estimated cost

Clock Tower
Optional cost

£1,520,074

£254,000

£1,141,589

£4,000

£1,658,332

£245,000

£1,235,995

£5,000

Construction
TOTAL
10%
Contingency
TOTAL

£152,007

£25,400

£114,159

£400

£165,833

£24,500

£123,600

£500

£1,672,081

£279,400

£1,255,747

£4,400

£1,824,165

£269,500

£1,359,595

£5,500

Grand total

£1,951,481

Grand Total
Phases 2, 3,
4, 5 ONLY

£1,260,147

£2,093,665

£1,365,095

£ 6,670,388.34

It should be noted that the separate delivery of optional/provisional items in both the initial and secondary estimates will involve separate
preliminaries and set up costs etc.
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Construction Phasing Plan
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7

Key Responsibilities and Asset Management
Item

Description

Enabling/Delivery Bodies

Design & Construction - Capital Works
Station Forecourt
Nayland Rock to TS Elliott Shelter

Station Green

Marine Drive

Clock Tower
Marine Parade

Old Town to Turner Contemporary

Signage
Creative Elements

Implementation of revised layout
Enhanced materials palette, installation of information boards
Improvements to bus-stop connections
Gateway feature & realigned highway
Pavement improvements
Revised junction
New public space
Extended deck
Information/visitor hub
Arlington garden rooms
Carriageway
Promenade & pavements
Dreamland Square & beach access
Beach access
Boardwalk
Revised junction
New public space
Carriageway
Promenade & pavements
Garden rooms
Sea wall & stepped revetment
Carriageway
Promenade & pavements
Slipway/Harbour Arm improvements
Marrying into Turner Contemporary surrounds
Road signs
Information/visitor signs
Temporary / permanent
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NR, SE
KCC/TDC/MRP
KHS
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC/TDC/Private
KCC/TDC/Private (franchise?)
KCC/TDC/Private
KCC
KCC
KCC/TDC/Dreamland Trust
KCC/TDC
KCC/TDC/Private concessionaires
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC (possibly TDC thro’ seawall works)
KCC/TDC/Private
TDC
KCC
KCC (possibly TDC thro’ seawall works)
TDC
KCC/TDC/Turner Contemporary
KHS
TDC/MRP
KADU/MACH

Item

Description

Enabling/Delivery Bodies

Management & Maintenance – Revenue Works
Network Management
Beach Management
Maintenance & Repair

Lighting & Technology

Signage
Cleaning

Creative Elements
Soft Estate

Enforcement, Permitting &
Licencing

Carriageways
Pavements and open space
Beach and boardwalk
Traffic lights
Street lights
Sturgeon lights
Additional creative lighting??
Interactive information boards
Statutory road signage
Information/Visitor signage
Street cleaning
Pavements and open space – incl. litter picking
Garden rooms/pavement café
Beach and boardwalk
Gulley cleaning
Refuse collection
Temporary / permanent
Trees on Station Approach and forecourt
Grass cutting: Buenos Ayres & Station Green
Seasonal planting
Parking

KHS
TDC
KHS
KHS
TDC/Private concessionaires
KHS
KHS
TDC
Town Council/TDC/Private
TDC
KHS
TDC/MRP
TDC
TDC
TDC/Private
TDC
KHS
TDC
KADU/MACH
SE/NR
TDC
TDC
TDC

Pavement café / garden rooms – permitting

TDC/KCC
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Appendix A

Vision Statement

Margate Seafront: Beautiful - Affordable - Sustainable - Connected
Scheme Approach
The scheme will be developed under the auspices of the Kent Design Initiative, drawing upon the specific requirements detailed below. We will
benchmark the project against exemplar schemes and promote best practice and quality throughout.

Beautiful
•

Celebrate Margate’s unique heritage, distinctive character and cultural aspirations: drawing on the recommendations of the Creative Advisory
Group;

•

Watch over Turner’s ‘lovely skies’: protect and enhance the view from Margate Station to the Turner Contemporary;

•

Promote a sense of arrival at key gateways to the seafront;

•

De-clutter and humanise the space between;

•

Encourage active enjoyment of the seafront, by day and by night;

•

Build in comfort: integrate the design of practical and physical features;

•

Develop a materials palette that complements the distinctive and varied character of the seafront and the overall aspirations of the scheme;

•

Reduce roads widths and simplify highway layouts;

•

Minimise the impact of vehicular noise and pollution.

Affordable
•

Use a simple material palette, giving careful consideration to the use of bespoke elements;

•

Consider lifetime costs, including installation and maintenance;

•

Consider recycling of materials and upcycling of street furniture;

•

Accommodate phased delivery and sensitive retro-fitting.

Sustainable
•

Protect and enhance the ecological and natural resource of the coastline;

•

Select and source materials and techniques which do not have an unnecessarily adverse impact on the environment;

•

Use hard wearing materials, able to cope with harsh coastal conditions and physical abuse;

•

Create adaptable ‘outdoor rooms’ that extend the potential for year-round use;

•

Integrate planting and promote green spaces;

•

Create a legacy that will be embraced and respected by users and managers.

Connected
•

Connect and integrate public transport;

•

Ensure safe and easy access for all; promote the pedestrian, the cyclist, disabled people and the skateboarder;

•

Link up developments and improve legibility, helping people to navigate the resort;

•

Reduce reliance on signs, lines and highway infrastructure;

•

Calm traffic speeds whilst maintaining an appropriate level of service for motorists.

The Process
The following processes will need to be followed in order to successfully deliver the vision.

Quick Wins
•

Throughout the design process the Integrated Design Team (IDT) will identify potential quick win improvements, including non-physical
items such as gaining public and political understanding and support for the scheme;

•

Such improvements must make a positive contribution to the experience of users and visitors to the new and existing developments, and
in such a way that does not constitute abortive work;

•

Through careful programming and phasing, they must ensure that there is a minimum of disruption to people using new facilities –
including Turner Contemporary, Dreamland, Arlington, and the Station.

Wider Learning
•

The IDT and Wider Steering Group will learn lessons and identify examples of best practice from recently delivered public realm schemes,
both inside and outside of the county, making an effort to directly experience and where possible speak to members of the teams
responsible for the delivery of the schemes;

•

The programme will incorporate a Design Review Process involving the Creative Advisory Group and CABE.

Project Links
•

The IDT will build working links with the teams responsible for the design and delivery of other key seafront regeneration and
development projects, with a particular focus being placed on the overlap with Dreamland, Turner Contemporary, Arlington, the Railway
Station and the Environment Agency sea defence scheme.

Asset Management Plan
•

The design proposal will be supported by an asset management plan to ensure that the project’s aims and objectives are embraced and
respected by all stakeholders to create a lasting legacy;

•

The asset management plan will be developed through close working with key land owners and site managers as the design emerges;

•

Commitment to the plan will form a key part of the project sign off process;

•

The plan will be owned by KCC and reviewed (by KHS) at five yearly intervals.

Engagement
•

The project team will actively engage with as broad range of stakeholders, members of the community and visitors as can be achieved
within the project programme;

•

The IDT and Project Steering Group will identify engagement opportunities which are imaginative, interactive and achievable, and do not
contribute to consultation fatigue;

•

Key target groups include young people, disability and access groups and minority groups and specialists/professionals with an
understanding of inclusive practice;

•

Landowners and site managers (including beach management) will be consulted.

Stakeholder approvals and agreements
•

Careful identification and close involvement of key decision making parties throughout the design process will enable the IDT to
understand the required approvals and agreements;

•

Close working with decision makers will enable the IDT to design elements which have the potential to hinder scheme delivery without
reducing the conceptual strength of the scheme.

Project Context
Local context which is seen as being key to successful delivery of the vision has been summarised below.

Heritage
Total site within a Conservation Area, the Clock Tower, Dreamland, Punch and Judy, the Shelter at Station Green, the Droit House, Albert
Terrace and properties fronting the Parade are listed buildings.
Margate Sands
A significant summer attraction capable of accommodating 10,000 people on a sunny day. Beach Access points are limited, principally Station
Green and the Clock Tower.
Significant Attractions
Turner Gallery, Old Town, Piazza, High Street, Marine Gardens, Marine Terrace pubs, clubs and amusements, Dreamland.

Arrival Points
Margate Station and Station Green, Piazza, Clock Tower.
Proposed Development
Flood Defence Works including a stepped revetment at the Kings Stairs. A new Tesco store on the Arlington site. Heritage Amusement Park at
Dreamland.
Built Form
Generally diminutive, three to five storey Georgian and Victorian Terraces, Landmarks are the Turner Gallery, Clock Tower, Dreamland and
Arlington Tower.
Nature Conservation
The beach and coastal area is of international nature conservation importance because of winter roosting Turnstones and chalk reef.
Development must not detrimentally impact upon them.
Cycle Network
Viking Coastal Trail runs along seafront.

Pedestrian Crossings
Signal controlled crossings at regular intervals, Station Green Dreamland, Clock Tower, Marine Gardens, Kings Steps, Rendezvous site.
Vehicular Traffic:
• Marine Terrace: 20,000 cars/day, major vehicular through route, unlikely to change in foreseeable future.
• Marine Drive/Parade: Approx 10,000 cars/day, less important route, still part of major highway network.
• Access Routes: Canterbury Road, Eaton Road (Belgrave Road) Marine Gardens (Cecil Square), High Street, Fort Hill.
• Key Junctions: Clock Tower, Station Green.
Key items of local context have been located on the
adjacent plan.

Appendix B

Project Engagement Strategy

Public Engagement Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage with a broad range of individuals
Access ‘hard to reach groups’
Work in line with emerging Engagement Strategy
Avoid contributing to ‘consultation fatigue’
Inform design process from the start and follow through ideas
Use interactive, creative and fun techniques
Update public on project development at regular intervals throughout project programme

Target Groups
•
•
•
•
•

General public (local and visitors)
Station users
Youth
Minority Groups
Disability and Access Groups

Current Proposed Techniques
Note – Project team to take care to manage public expectations

Walkie Talkies
•
•
•

Initial Engagement Exercise to inform project objectives
Regular Walkie Talkie engagement exercise at regular intervals throughout project programme
Use Walkie Talkie project as a means of entering hard to reach groups i.e. visit Care Homes, Family Groups, Pie Factory Events etc

Station User Survey Information
Use existing information gathered through South-Eastern User Surveys

Working with Local Schools / Colleges
•

Short interactive workshops with local A-Level / college students

Youth Forum / Youth Council
•
•

Short interactive workshops with local youth forum / youth council
Close working required with TDC youth representatives

Working with Disability and Access Groups
•
•
•

Design Team to meet with local disability and access groups towards start of project programme and throughout project programme, with
repeat review meetings as project evolves
Design Team to carry out site visit exercise with disability and access representatives
Groups to be invited to wider stakeholder workshops

Use of existing Local Media
•
•

Use of existing media (local press, web sites etc) to gain information and update public on project development
MRP, Thanet, Kent websites

Informative Exhibitions (Manned at points)
•
•
•
•

Use of existing public exhibitions etc which are already taking place
Simple exhibitions to be run throughout project programme to update people of project development
Project specific exhibition at Station
Use of shop windows, public buildings etc

Overlap with other existing Engagement Projects
•

Project team happy to overlap with other existing engagement projects up and running in the area i.e. work being undertaken by Turner
Contemporary

Appendix C

General Public (Locals & Visitors)

A number of engagement exercises were held using Groundwork Trust’s Walkie Talkies. The Walkie Talkies are a group of trained individuals
who engage with members of the public on the street, in local cafes, at events and by visiting community groups. They are established in Thanet
and Margate and frequently used by Thanet District Council.

6 & 8 April 2010 Dane Park and Surroundings
Working in pairs and with Jacobs’ staff, the Walkie Talkies were briefed to ask members of the public about their general likes and dislikes about
Margate Seafront.

Summary of Those Engaged
Most of those spoken with were from Thanet. Other main locations included: London, Herne Bay, Medway and Canterbury. Only one person
interviewed was from outside the country (Australia). All age ranges were covered.

Summary of Main Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More children’s and teenagers activities, such as a skate park, beach soccer, volleyball, floor fountains, swimming pools and slides.
Need to encourage a family atmosphere.
More street furniture e.g. benches, bins, drinking fountains, shaded areas, chill out spaces for teenagers.
Make it safer for pedestrians e.g. pedestrianise the road or reduce traffic flow (one way?).
More and / or better placed pedestrian crossings.
Improve lighting, both practical and ornamental (perhaps carry on design from the Harbour Arm?).
Mixed views about whether narrowing roads will work. Cycle lane?
Reduce traffic pollution.
Better parking arrangements and links with public transport.
Improve access to the beach, stairs and ramps DDA compliant.
All year round decking on the beach for wheelchairs and prams, mention of bringing back the sundeck by the boating pool.
Better toilets and public facilities which are accessible for those in wheelchairs.
Design frontage to encourage café culture, shops, boutiques, family pubs and restaurants.
Improve frontage to shops already in place.
More open spaces for performances, temporary ice rinks and public art.
Needs an all year round appeal, focuses too much on the summer months.
Split views concerning modernising the sea front and making it arty or going back to the old style of Margate e.g. Georgian architecture.
Split views on whether the frontage should be modern and elaborate, or whether to keep it simple (anything new seems to get vandalised
e.g. fountain in Dane Park).
More planting.
Need to create a sense of ownership and local pride.

Spring Bank Holiday (Carters Steam Fair at Dreamland), Half Term Week & Beyond
General Themes
•
•
•
•

A substantial number of people asked for better and more accessible toilets.
There were many comments about poor accessibility to the beach (too many railings), especially for wheelchair or pushchair access.
There is a lack of coherent signage leading visitors around the town to its key attractions. Signs need to be colourful, interactive and
accessible.
Many local people have little faith in the Council and consequently don’t believe that anything will happen, or that any of the designs will
materialize. People refer to previous consultations where no tangible improvements have been made.

•

Many shop owners along the front feel very let down by the Council. They feel that random decisions are made in an uncoordinated way
and will need a lot of persuasion to be convinced that a new design will work and be sustainable. The idea of a workable Masterplan
could convince them to buy in to the ideas if they see all parties actively supporting it.

Beautiful
Likes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The beach is really clean, much improved – could do with being better seen/more visible from station.
Did like the flowers planted in bed on roundabout – they were very colourful and cheered the place up, but someone took them out!
The fact that the pedestrian crossings change as soon as you press the button.
The rock pools (lido/paddling pool areas) are great, where you can find all kinds of sea creatures.
Being on top of the shelter near Marine Gardens – there is a great view across the sea/sunset.
Harbour Arm looks great with flags, painted buildings and lighting – lots of colour, looks quite classy!
People liked the buildings and architecture in the Old Town.
Also liked the cafés, galleries and retro shops in the Old Town.
Some people liked the amusement arcades and that type of seaside town culture, particularly liked the old-fashioned rides at the Steam
Fair.
Several people would like the sea front to look more Mediterranean, with palm trees (not dead looking) or similar tropical planting and
wide pavements that are open and more pedestrian-friendly.
People liked the idea of having different ‘zones’ along the sea front – more classy/relaxed near the harbour, piazza, gallery and old town,
and a more traditional seaside feel (maybe more for young people) where the clubs and amusement arcades are. Lighting and the
general feel could reflect these zones.
A policeman commented that there was nowhere to sit down and enjoy the sunsets, the lovely beach is undersold and the area generally
needs more entertainment for all ages.
Have a big water feature on the roundabout as an impressive greeting to Margate.
A local woman with three children commented that her husband works on the lifeboat, which is a great local asset, but it needs to be
given a higher profile.
The Steam Fair at Dreamland was very popular, especially with families. People generally are very positive about Dreamland plans.
Many older people like old-fashioned seaside attractions (deckchairs, donkeys, ice-cream, big wheel etc.)

Dislikes:
• Too much broken glass on the beach – very unsafe for children with bare feet (one concerned person picked up much over the bank
holiday).
• Railings are very ugly (some); lots of different styles so looks messy.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signage is random and unattractive – there is no standardized, easy to follow/read signage directing you around the town, so visitors get
lost and/or miss attractions, especially in the old town.
There is nothing on the beach that creates any shade – comment from families with young children.
Beach is often very smelly near to the harbour and puts off visitors.
There are worrying notices near to pipes on the beach saying that the discharge is dangerous (from sewage pipes) and not to go near this
area, but it makes you think the whole beach is unsafe – it is very off-putting.
Several businesses along the front have their back entrances at the front (e.g. Dominos Pizza, Primark). This doesn’t look very attractive.
Lots of open, neglected spaces, especially near to Dreamland with grey concrete, weeds, no colour, no use.
Some said the amusement arcades and nightclubs along the front are tacky and ruin the look of the buildings above.
Not enough bins, bins all look different and so are not easy to spot.
Male 23: The seafront looks run down, first impression is shabby. More and better shelters. Improve harbour.
Couple in their 50’s wanted more dog bins – several comments about dogs mess on pavements. They were intimidated by people in pubs
on the seafront and felt that this was not a good image. More signs were needed in the Old Town.
Customer in bong shop: Rip down Arlington Arcade – the whole thing and redevelop as part of Tesco plans.
A 60 year old woman (local yoga teacher) commented that the original balconies were not being put back and this spoilt the look of
buildings along the front.
Clean up blocks of flats as they look horrible.
Many bikers down for bank holiday feel the town undersells its strengths, such as the beach, by not having any bad weather attractions
and facilities.

Affordable
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money would be well spent on improving the area next to Marine Gardens above the shelter that affords a brilliant sea view (more
benches, more attractive surfacing, and general improvements).
Spend any money directing traffic up near the clock tower and away from the beach and pedestrianise the sea front area.
A 50 year old couple suggested having holiday lets like in Brighton, having short let craft shops in Marine Drive and to pedestrianise the
whole seafront.
Families wanted more free things for kids – rides on beach are expensive.
Beach sports, volleyball, football and jet ski rides from pier.
People commented that too much money had been spent on research and not enough actual improvements had been done.
Have sun loungers and music piped onto the beach.
Suggestions that the whole area around Arlington Arcade is taken out as it is so unattractive and such an intimidating space.

Sustainable
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

An idea from the Tivoli group was to have a safety point/hub on the beach (could be in a beach hut with solar power) so that lifeguards
could operate from there – could include a lost child /first aid station /general help point.
Beach huts on the beach could provide shade and indoor places for clubs/youth groups (with solar panels). Could have music too.
What was the point of planting up the flower bed on the big roundabout near the station and then the Council removing the flowers the
week before the bank holiday, leaving only a dead palm tree? This is a complete waste of money.
Bin next to kebab & gift shop (on corner) near to station got damaged, so instead of replacing the bin, the Council just put tarmac over the
hole – now there is no bin, right next to a kebab shop, so rubbish collects and the place looks a mess!
Concerns from the last Gift Shop along the front – the Tesco development will mean that the shop will go and their business will be
destroyed. Visitors in the summer love to come to the beach and buy the kinds of seaside goods they sell.
It would be a complete waste of time and money to put in lots of café tables and chairs on the side opposite the beach, as the buildings
are north facing and it never gets any sun. People would only want to sit out in high summer when it is really hot and they might
appreciate the shade.
Businesses comment that they have been to many meetings and had lots of broken promises regarding changes to the town (from TDC).
Anything that is put in needs to represent good value for money and be part of a bigger ‘Masterplan’ that lasts into the future and
everyone buys into.
Male 60: the plans for Tesco redevelopment are a good idea.
Have sea life trips and fishing trips (creating employment and more for people to do).
Create a Cultural Museum in the old cinema - something for a wet day.

Connected
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money would be well spent on improving the area next to Marine Gardens above the shelter that affords a brilliant sea view (more
benches, more attractive surfacing, and general improvements). Several people commented on this – mainly locals, as visitors don’t
know where the good views are to be found.
Spend any money directing traffic up near the clock tower and away from the beach and pedestrianise the sea front area.
Roads going around the back cannot cope with traffic if it is diverted away from the seafront (accident opposite station roundabout caused
a gridlock in the town, same with bikers rally, so need to carefully consider any scheme which reduces traffic flow along front).
The tunnel round the back of Dreamland feels narrow and a bit scary (like you could get trapped).
The land surrounding Dreamland and the station generally feels like a wasteland, like there’s nothing there – definitely not connected.
A sectioned-off cycle lane with easy cycle hire for visitors would keep people entertained and provide access along the beach.
Lots of comments about signage which is random and disconnected.
Many people not aware of the existence of the Old Town (needs an interpretation board with picture/map of town right near station and at
other key access points to show visitors what’s here).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of accessible toilets is a major factor for visitors especially those in wheelchairs or with reduced mobility, but also for families with
young children/buggies. There are no accessible toilets near harbour arm end.
More comments about railings – too many everywhere along seafront, trapping people on the other side. It is difficult for pedestrians to
get across to the beach without walking miles out of their way.
Cars go much too fast along the sea front – it is dangerous for pedestrians, but having said that there are lots of crossing points.
Pedestrians can feel trapped on the buildings side of the beach – you have to walk miles to get around and get across to the beach
because of railings.
More comments about parking – it is very expensive, people are given tickets for slightly over-staying, and private clampers operate at
Dreamland car park (charge £120 cash release fee). This has been such a bad experience for some visitors that they haven’t returned.
Worries from local businesses in that the Turner Gallery has no allocated car parking – it is ridiculous to expect everyone to arrive by
train.
Some businesses in Old Town don’t feel they are part of things and feel that the Old Town is not seen as part of the sea front.
When you come out of the station as a visitor, it is not immediately apparent where you are meant to go. The land surrounding the station
feels very disconnected and confusing to a first time visitor. Needs better signage and pathways that direct you around.
Having a boardwalk along more of the beach would allow people with wheelchairs or buggies to gain better access (though there are
wheelchairs that can be used on the sand).
Café owner suggested having wide roads with herringbone low cost parking, as this brings people to the beach and shops etc.
Male 23 wanted better access to beach, a cycle path and bike park. Feels this would encourage people out of their cars.
A local shop worker: road should be one way along sea front.
2 women + 6 children. Came by train. Commented that Margate looks like a ghost town when you arrive. There are no signs and no
toilets.

Appendix D

Thanet Disability Forum

One-to-One Site Visit
A walk of the site was undertaken with Roy Nicholls of the Thanet Disability Forum (TDF) on 13 May 2010 to experience the difficulties of using
the existing public realm first hand. Roy uses an electric wheelchair, and as a member of the TDF he represents people with a full range of
disabilities including physical/mobility, blindness and partially sighted, and also people with mental health conditions or learning disabilities.
Wheelchair Users
• Surfaces to be as smooth as possible – avoid cobbles on main thoroughfare.
• Drop kerbs should be as low as possible to carriageway, align with opposite side and not be obstructed by parking bays, bus-stops etc.
• Take care when introducing potential obstacles in pavement – lighting columns, bins, signposts, bus shelters, control boxes for pedestrian
crossings.
• Avoid pinch points - always allow space for two wheelchairs to pass.
• Interface between private and public realm – private space often paved with inappropriate surfacing, poorly maintained or poor junction
with public space.
• Tables, chairs and business sign boards over-spilling onto public realm are a problem – need to define areas so that the thoroughfare is
clear.
• Cambers and tight corners cause problems with control of wheelchairs – particularly if pushing a heavy adult.
• Welcome idea of a boardwalk to improve accessibility to the beach – but must allow for two chairs passing.
• Be aware of line of vision – Wheel chair users are lower down and cannot always see over sea-wall for example.
• Benches should be spaced so that a chair can sit next to them – partly to enjoy the same view as companions but to also keep out of the
way of passing pedestrians.
• Potential conflicts with cyclists are common as often the best route for both is the same.
Partially Sighted and Blind People
• Partially sighted people/stick users are trained to follow kerbs – space near station with standing stones could potentially be confusing for
example.
• Fully blind people who use dogs are trained to use centre of pavement.
• Tactile paving should contrast with surrounding pavements. Need to be aware of how materials weather to maintain contrast.
• Tactile paving should span the full width of pavement and should align with destination point on other side of road and not be obstructed.
For example at the Station a small isolated area of tactile surfacing sits in front of the entrance doors and can not be used as it does not
align with the opposite side of the road and is obstructed by a bus stop.

Other Considerations
Be aware when removing barriers that some individuals may have a limited sense of danger and may behave in a similar way to children –
however as adults they may not be accompanied. Crossing points should be safe and clear for all.
General
Existing parking provision for disabled people is not clear. There are just 3-4 spaces along the entire seafront and others scattered throughout
town – you need know where they are to find them. Signage to suitable car parks is lacking. The group has two views – some would like more
parking on the seafront, others would be happy with parking away from seafront but it must be clear where it is.

Disability Forum Roadshow Margate Winter Gardens 15 July 2010
Thanet Disability Forum Road Show was attended with a manned stand explaining the project. A number of people with a range of disabilities
attended including people with physical/mobility problems, blind and partially sighted people, and also people with mental health or learning
disabilities.
Popular Requests included:Leisure Spaces
• Sun decks and boardwalks at promenade and beach level to allow not just easy access to the beach, but to enable recreation for disabled
people on the beach. Currently there is nowhere for disabled visitors to get down to the beach away from the noise and disruption caused
by the traffic
• Encouraging cafés and restaurants along the seafront and to provide facilities for them to spill out on to the street in a European style
• Brighton was mentioned a number of times as a place that was enjoyed for its character, café culture and active seafront
• More areas of good quality seating along the seafront, especially at good viewing points looking out to sea
Facilities
• More specific activities taking place along the seafront. The lack of free activities along the seafront was mentioned a number of times.
More advantage should be taken of the sandy beach
• There was a general opinion that there was a lack of hygiene facilities including bins and good, clean, accessible toilets especially at the
harbour end of the seafront
• Not enough kiosks/ small shops on the beach side of the road. There is only one place to get an ice cream without crossing the busy
road.
• A new cycle path along the seafront that wheelchair users could use alongside cyclists

General Comments
• Most people interviewed mentioned Arlington House and the building frontage along Marine Terrace as being embarrassing,
disappointing and run down
• A few people thought the proposed Tesco development was a bad idea, with the majority of people thinking it was a good opportunity for
the town bringing in much needed revenue
• Need to encourage property owners to refurbish their building frontages. One person said that Brighton Council makes people repaint the
front of there properties in white every few years
• A number of people said that the seafront felt unsafe at night due to lighting and a lack of visual policing
• People thought that it was a pleasant experience walking through the Old Town and think that more should be made of that part of the
town. Efforts should be made to connect the Old Town with the seafront.
• Plaza style spaces were thought of as a good idea.
• The use of Facebook and a web site would be welcome to continuously update the people of Margate and provide a sense of ownership
of the scheme
• The harbour needs to be dredged to remove the odour of seaweed and to allow more boats to use the space.

Thanet Disability Forum Committee
Representatives of the project team also met with the TDF Committee at the outset of the project on 2 June 2010 and to feedback on emerging
proposals on 1 November 2010.

Appendix E

Community Representatives Workshop – June 2010

A workshop event for community representatives was held at Margate Media Centre on the afternoon of 7 June 2010. A list of invitees was
complied from relevant parties who had attended previous engagement events for earlier visioning exercises, along with key stakeholders
identified by the Wider Client Group.

List of Attendees
Name
Di Fox
Lynn Jackson
Liam Nabb
Louise Oldfield
Ron Greene
John Moss
Valerie Kirschner
Douglas Bush
Jasmin Rose
Victor de Ridder
Stefan White
Eric Easton
Paul Gray
Roy Nicholls
Jan Leandro
Megan Sutton

Organisation
Kent Youth Service
Margate Conservation Area Action Group (CAAG)
Margate Conservation Area Action Group (CAAG)
Margate Conservation Area Action Group (CAAG)
Arlington House Residents Association (AHRA)
Arlington House Residents Association (AHRA)
Arlington House Residents Association (AHRA)
Thanet Cycle Forum
Thanet Engage Forum
Pie Factory Music
Pie Factory Music
Eastonways
Turner Contemporary
Thanet Disability Forum (TDF)
Dreamland
Dreamland

Name
Fiona Sherriff
Barry Coppock
Cllr Iris Johnston
Cllr John Watkins
Grant Burton
Lacy Dixon
Heather Sawney
Dave Hughes
Hannah Thorpe
Theresa Trussell
David Hughes
Jack Callaghan
Ruth Goudie
Steve Darling
Ryan Shick

Organisation
Margate Harbour Arm
EKPIAS
Thanet DC
Thanet DC Margate Ward
Thanet DC
Thanet DC
Thanet DC
Thanet DC/Visit Here
Thanet DC
Kent County Council (KCC)
Kent County Council (KCC)
Kent County Council (KCC)
Kent Highway Services (KHS)
Kent Highway Services (KHS)
KHS/TDF

Structure of Event
A brief presentation was given to the group to explain the background and vision for the scheme and set the objectives for the event. The group
was then split into four sub-groups and each group was asked to share their opinions about the existing public realm and opportunities for
improvement based on the themes in the Vision Statement (Beautiful – Affordable – Sustainable – Connected). Aerial photographs and
photographs of the study area were displayed to assist each group. Comments from each group were recorded by a member of the project team.
The key points from all groups are summarised under the Vision Statement headings below:

Beautiful
Likes
View from station - see sea immediately leaving station

Dislikes
Poor sense of arrival - dirty end of Margate

Station building is magnificent
Station approach: Easy to find station because area open, accessible,
space

Outside station poor
Station approach: Pubs on both sides - no mans land - not welcoming day
or night

Sense of space
Sculpture near station - nostalgic (benches, stones with poems)

Too much land for cars - road is too wide
Highway over engineered - lines, signs, furniture, scale. Favours car

No block to view of sea
Views to harbour - wide vista, eye drawn all way along from station to
Turner Contemporary
Beach - best beaches in Kent
Shape of the bay

H/way roundabout
Busy road
Road too big and segregates shops from beach
Too many pedestrian crossings

Diversity - sense of journey
Spray - contact with nature
Sunsets
Statue
Public art
Listed T S Elliot Shelter

Forced to walk down road not footpath
Some corners can't see traffic coming
Straight line not family friendly
Street Signs
Crash barrier railings (KCC) - the fact they have not been painted
TLF hoardings - tatty/dirty - forgotten

Shade provided by shelters and colonnades

Loss of nice paving along the sea front. Tarmac pavement - bad
workmanship. Poor surfacing, Poor repairs
Shelter by Primark - quick win
Can't see flowers
Pedestrian flower bed
Most of shops - Empty & boarded up shops and pubs. Poor choice of
shops. Shops not looked after, window display shabby
Arcade not liked - makes area look run down - 'it's all there is'
Limit number of arcades to make it look more attractive
Arcade and stunning architecture not in keeping
Marine Drive
Promenade Hotel
Nowhere to sit

Basic architecture
Building scale
Regency Building -some consistency
Clock Tower – landmark
Flamingo building and Arcades at night
Droit House
Galleria (Imperial House)
Buenos Ayres
Promenade Hotel
Nayland Rock Hotel
Dreamland building/Scenic Railway

Likes
Arlington Tower iconic
Buildings around Arlington - Joke Shop
Turner Contemporary
Albert Terrace
Marine terrace - Building architecture stunning

Dislikes
Arlington site is derelict
Buildings around Arlington.
Joke shop to clock tower - whole "area" walk of shame.
Cars - management
High parking costs for old town

Old Town: Piazza is entrance to Old Town and area for events and café

Advert boards - Je Deceux

Marine Drive - Architecture stunning along that stretch
Other architecture outside of area: - Shell Grotto, Theatre Royal, Hawley
Square, Tudor House
Marine Gardens
Harbour Arm lights. Bars, restaurants - iconic
View of the bright coloured buildings on the harbour arm

Marine Terrace
Toilet block?

Lights & Shell Lady on the harbour
In front of the fish and chip shops
No cars are parked along seafront (Cars would block view for some users)
Wide pavement
Sturgeon lamps
Some railings and street furniture worth keeping
Use of colour
Coastal trail
Diversity - sense of journey
Good for events
Donkeys
Sundeck (Primark)
Mini golf
Flags
Walking - pedestrian has a defined walking area, Cecil square - great but
ruined by dual carriageway etc. Needs cafes
Unbelievable amount of history - fishing village to now. Not explored
enough

Enforcement/maintenance
Car parking on the harbour Arm
No guide to where you want to be. Lack of info on where/how to go
Signage nothing to indicate old town exists
Bleak feel
Arcadian site/old hotel
Too many signs/tables/chairs had paving that is eroded
Railings poor state of repair
Surfacing - slabs rough, bumpy for wheel chairs
Lots of obstructions on pavement - hard for impaired to get through
Smelly seaweed
Commercial bins
Rubbish - no one has respect
Concessions on the sands - tatty
Dog mess

T & D walk - but needs explaining

Need to improve façade of shops.
Banners/signs - no consent
Gap - Goddens. Godden Group should be replaced

Audit of signs
Maintenance of area
Needs cleaning on a sustainable basis
T & D walk - planning permission for mosaics?

Suggested Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Controlled/Allocated youth street art
Better maintenance regime
Checking work before sign off
Better supervision
Fence off old NCP car park/clear rubbish
Cleaning/securing redundant sites
Narrow road widths/reduce speeds
Mixed usage
Ashford scheme
Better use of materials
Wide pedestrian and paving
Re-painting railings
Tannoy rubbish - take rubbish off the beach
Containment of rubbish on the beach
Different collection regime for rubbish
Rubbish cleaning schemes

Safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not scary compared to London.
Locals - Trinity Square - clubbers coming home. Clock tower station, dark.
Cheap night travel bad transport links.
More attractive the more it will be used.
Open businesses
"Zoning" - not all night clubs together, not in Old Town - café
culture. Not seafront - night clubs
Mixing it all together - makes it safer GENERAL CONSENSUS.
Better when had cinema etc.

Affordable
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treated like it's 'my money'
Must deliver 'value for money'
Within budget
Money in the pot
Do it properly, not cheap
Take your time over making design decisions/selection
Cost effective - renewal generates income
High quality but durable
Whole life costing
Re-use of existing materials/slabs
Attractive to tourists/for local people to promote
Strong link between attractive to local/tourists
Reflects Margate character
Unique identity - unique can cost a lot
Vandal/weather resistant
Locally sourced materials
Encourage local crafts people
Public sign off as value for money

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public ownership
Local council sign off/KCC work
Ward councillor/joint sign off TDC/KCC
Regular value check
Power of sea/sun
Low maintenance
Construction costs
Construct railing
Shop rates are very high
Need a commercial draw to accompany the public realm scheme
Cleaning
Paint - regularly. Lick of paint!
Dog mess bins
Complete cleaning/painting/lightbulbs
Remove seaweed harbour arm
Natural waste produce seek a solution, develop for future, long
term
Enforcement perhaps self funded

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education/pride in area
what needs to be public realm could be private
guides meet and greet to promote area
Resident/partnerships
Signage - flexible digital/interaction
Cluttered street furniture
Don't reinvent the wheel/look at best practice from other areas.
Boarded up buildings (Godden’s Gap). YP paint mural?
Professional graffiti - part of bigger plan.
Access to beach disabled - link to flood defences, wooden walk
ways, prams and wheelchairs - sundeck, tidal pools
Toilet in front of station - eye sore.
Community safety. People park on taxi rank/bus stops. Parking mill lane closes at night. Cheap night time parking. Night time
economy dying. No ball games on beach/ no dogs. Complaints
Tension between main A road and local needs and pedestrianise
area/more European.
Cost Benefit and bring everybody on board
Conformity of styling on ground floor level
Additional seating/beaches/flowers
Better signage
Unoccupied café on sea front - put something in it. Or any
unoccupied buildings.
Up keep rides on beach

•
•
•
•
•

Road narrowed.
Better use of station approach, directional, welcoming
Pedestrianise/underpass for cars
Better shared space at Marine Terrace, Marine Drive, pedestrianise
Look at whole road network in Thanet for flow and extent of traffic
(park and ride).

Quick Wins
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Painting/decoration programme
Benches to see the sea (moveable)
More pedestrian space as sea front (big)
Mock shop fronts
Review barriers - once removed could be more open
Traffic Calming
Barriers between traffic and Promenade, possible green
Enforce conservation guidelines
Wheelie bins trade/beach waste remove
Tatty notice boards
Street clutter review
Coach
Car speed needs managing
Paddling pool/play area? Or not

•

Margate should be family friendly, fun, meant to last,
rambling/cycling, creativity
Accessible and usable transport links
Plan for not having cars/for local incoming traffic - link 3 towns
Plan needs to link into wider areas of Thanet and Kent e.g.
Manston Airport development
Building in large tourist numbers
Increasing mobility/attract business, what needs to be done to
encourage this.
More visitors attract more money/investments
Attractive tourist centre for holidays not just day tripping.

Sustainable
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheme must be completed!
Flexibility - value for today and tomorrow
Get it to a point and maintain that level - strategy
Many regeneration projects e.g. Marine gardens - waste of
money/replanted
Look at other areas and use what has worked in long term
regeneration
Look to sea, beach
Need to look at Thanet as a whole for development/history
Lots of opportunities for different uses/user groups
Different ages can enjoy it at different times

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Tension between locals and tourists (balance). Take into account
locals
Tourist town - develop jobs in tourism - they bring money, other
facilities will come.

Legacy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing for today without effecting tomorrow's generations
Look at schemes that last
Look to the future
Must consider Thanet/Margate in 20/30 years time.
Sustainability - local people, all year, 12 months
Beach is biggest asset - conservation point of view.

Technology/Innovation
•
•
•
•

Solar/wind power
Energy efficient
Change lights to LED on beach and along all project
New technology for visually impaired - put networking in now rather
than dig up in 10 years

Design & Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High quality materials that last
Sea tolerant materials
Sensible use of materials
Use of recycled materials and reuse waste materials
Recycled materials
Low maintenance material
Vandal proof
Built quality to last
Make planting work, sea tolerant
Learn from others, landscaping around rock sculpture
Durable materials surfacing roads and benches
Locally sourced materials
Adequate drainage

Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy maintenance
Costed maintenance schedules
How to clean stone?
Repairs must be good quality, not quick fix
More bins and recycling bins on beach
Take rubbish away - more education
Collect rubbish in evening before seagulls get to it
Rolling programmes of maintenance

Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community having a say - involved in process
Job creation and skills training
Partnership with private sector/local businesses.
Contractor selection - good quality needed, sustainable
relationships, longer term aftercare
Rivalry - 3 Towns - needs to be addressed - legacy
Community involvement very important due to financial climate need a project which the community have bought into Community
caring for/maintaining the asset
SEEDA - previous experience of no flexibility - bad experience
Better communication
Joint project approach TDC KCC
Ring fence funding
Commuted sum for maintenance
Enforcement/reduction - re parking, dog walking, rubbish and sea
gulls. Fines for littering
Planned utility works before the scheme - Utility company controls
Building CP trust with volunteer groups
Phased financial delivery/management avoid the 20 crisis meeting
Constant KHS/those that 'maintain'
Georgian seafront. TDC needs to enforce conservation (buildings)
area. Planning laws already exist but money leads. We are too
grateful to businesses with cash. Need to enforce more planning
Developers should have to fit into high standard/buildings
specification in terms of materials/design scheme.

Connected
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People a priority - People moving freely around the space
Crossing roads is barrier - once on beach won't come to shops
restaurants
The fact that it’s a main road
Take traffic off the main road
European seaside towns don't have main road along seafront
Divert traffic away from seafront - road around the back would have
made the difference
Rear road scheme is not dead
Temporary closure an option for certain weekends
When you close off Marine Drive they don't explore old town
Town to seafront is weak link
Joining up different elements of the scheme/seafronts
Not just 2 bookends at Turner/Dreamland.
Diversity in chance - interrelated
Allowing people to get around by different means
At present: poor to beach/amusements
Beachside walk is a disgrace/looking at bookends
Good connection long ways, poor crossways
Signing people away from the seafront
Use sea defence project as a means to test alternative approaches
2nd class citizen if you don't have a car in Thanet
Needs careful management
Clock tower to Turner manageable
Timber deck looks lost/out of place
Possibility to extend the timber walkway
We are concerned about lorries and cars for Tesco
Signal point on road
Old plans, review
Clear entrances
Clarity of movement
Possibly different uses and groups
Pedestrian link for all elements (beach - train - old town -Turner
centre)
Pedestrian friendly!
Tourism/inc more local people
SWS - local people

•
•
•
•

Previous attempts to pedestrianise angered taxi drivers
Link empty shops to main players
National known name to set things off/maybe not national
Whole scheme has already been discussed at length

Public/Integrated Transport
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better public transport generally.
Park and ride
Buses don't run late enough, are inconsistent
No night time transport - not safe
Link bus times to late events
Train times in midday takes hours, often have to drive to station
further on.
Shuttle train for Margate, Birchington, Ramsgate, Westgate,
Broadstairs, Upton
Dumpton station needs to be made accessible
If could get from London to Thanet in one hour - would aid
residents and tourists.
Coming in by train - sort of beautiful but doesn't tell you what is
there? Events/activities/interpretation board
Use of gated passageway next to the station would improve
connections
Integrated transport arrangement such as at Ramsgate
Extend the bus loop out further to better link/have a second link needs to be a commercial arrangement
Bus
service
OK
for
locals
but
not
for
visitors:
Broadstairs/Margate/Ramsgate

Finding your way around
•
•
•
•
•

Signage more fun, too many KCC traffic signs (green). Get rid of
sign that takes people out of Thanet.
Need to direct people to attractions - where is old town/where is
shell grotto?
Better signage for walking routes - maybe map/leaflet based strategic points - subtle way marking in paving
Tourist visitors have difficulties finding their way around.
Need better signage to the car parks (existing)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Can art be used to improve connectivity and promote change
You are here maps
Visibility between the 3 towns
Keep people in the area once they are here, reasons to stay (not
just day trippers).
Integrated signage leading people from one area/attraction to
another
Info signs/bay signs: themed branding interpretation boards. High
resolution picture. Quality in together info on shows/what's
happening. Near bookends - direct into town. Letting visitors know
and linking to local needs - Promoting what is going on.
Need to be directed into old town, better signage needed
Signage/old town already been looked at.
Put time on signs instead of distance
Signs do not help get into Margate, need improved info.
Marketing the area. Come up with plan, who is target visitor:
UK/international, Kent, SE?
Different paving furniture to avoid over use of signs

Cyclists
•
•
•

•
•
•

Extension to Canterbury cycle route
Extend safe continuous cycle routes within and out Margate
Cyclists - improved route to Westbrook. Hartsdown side of the
station
Improve cycle parking at station
Cycle hire as part of the hub quick win for Turner.
Maybe cycle in the Arlington units

•
•
•

Overall introduction to cycle routes maybe a tourist hub at the
station
Existing cycle signage is ok on cycle routes
Restricted speeds on pavements for cyclists and skateboarders in
restricted width areas (Skateboarders could use cycle lanes)

Disabled & Access Issues
•
•
•
•
•

Toilet facilities for disabled people is poor
Kerbs and pavements affect connectivity for disabled
Wider pavements to accommodate different users
Change kerbs
New technology for visually impaired: put networking in now rather
than dig up in 10 years

Parking
•
•
•

No signs to car parking
Minnis Bay - don't charge for parking
Concern about parking for beach users. They will go to Broadstairs

Wider Thanet
•
•
•
•

Broadstairs - more intimate so better connected - but it doesn't
have the main road
Joss Bay difficult to get to.
Viking coastal trails
Hartsdown Path

Appendix F

Thanet Day Opportunities Service - June 2010

A group of adults with learning disabilities and their carers from the Thanet Day Opportunities Service were invited to the Margate Media Centre
on 8 June 2010 to share their views on how Margate Seafront and Station Approach could be improved.
Thanet Day Opportunities Service aims to support adults with learning disabilities to lead full and purposeful lives within their own communities
and develop a range of friendships, activities, relationships, skills and experience. This service also provides a much-needed break from caring
for some family carers. They provide activities for up to 100 people per day. A wide variety of activities are on offer both within the centre and the
community, but with an emphasis on activities within the local community.
The majority of the group that attended the workshop have lived in Margate all their lives and were familiar with the seafront over the years. Many
were also users of public transport in the town.

Workshop Structure
Two weeks before the workshop at the Media Centre, an introductory talk was
given to the group about the Margate Seafront & Station Approach project by
one of the Walkie Talkie team, along with an invitation to attend the workshop
on the 8 June 2010. In between the introductory talk and the workshop the
group spent some time on a seafront project, particularly looking at what they
liked or disliked.
When the group arrived at the Media Centre their project work was pinned up
on boards in the room and the group were encouraged to talk about their likes
and dislikes based upon their work. The comments were recorded on a flip
chart.
After a short break, the group discussed other seaside towns that they liked
and why; and how these compared to Margate. The workshop concluded by
identifying those issues the group would like to see addressed first.

Summary of Comments
Overall the group held very positive views about the seafront, and had many good ideas for improvement. A summary of the project work and
the group discussion is provided below based upon the questions that were asked.
What would you like or not like to see and do at the Seaside?
(a) Appearance
The group felt strongly that Margate lacked colour and seemed very grey.
They would like to see more colour introduced and suggested flowers,
flags and lights as a means to achieve this. They suggested that artwork
by themselves and similar groups, local artists, and schools could be
used to brighten the seafront possibly with advertising/sponsorship by
local business.
Traditional seaside features were particularly liked such as ice-cream
carts, Punch & Judy, and donkeys; they are really looking forward to
Dreamland re-opening. There were many references to the old road train
that ran along the seafront to Westgate, and whilst this had been recreated in part by an open top bus, the service is very limited and
seasonal and, as it is privately run it, does not take concessions or bus
passes.

(b) Things to do
There was a strong message that they would like more things to do, particularly during the week when they meet up a group. This includes
traditional beach games and seaside activities – although some commented that there were many activities in Margate already, such as crazy
golf, but they are poorly advertised, signposted and not in the right place to draw attention.
There is no shade on the beach and they thought that beach huts for activities out of the sun would be a good idea – these could include art
based activities or games consoles that would also attract children. They would also like simple things such as a space large enough to
accommodate tables and chairs for them to sit and eat a picnic together, which would make a trip to the seaside easier and more enjoyable. They
thought this would be good for all family groups.

They occasionally hire bikes and would love to able to use these
safely along the seafront. Currently there is no safe cycle path
completely separate from the traffic. They like to use three wheelers
which are also suitable for elderly people.
(c) Access
Many of the group use the buses to get around and they felt that the
existing buses were OK to get to the seafront, however it is hard to
get to the beach from the bus stops as the road is difficult to cross.
They thought it would be better if it was traffic free or restricted to
20mph.
Many found access to the beach itself difficult and they do not
always want to sit on the sand. They thought a boardwalk would be
a good idea.
The group thought that signage was bad – both the lack of signs and
some signs are unclear. They would like to see signs with pictures
and colour instead of words - both for general information and
specific standard signage for people with disabilities.
(d) Comfort and Cleanliness
The group commented on the bins along the seafront and their
dislike of rubbish, smells, wasps, flies and chewing gum on paths.
They felt that more dog waste bins were needed and suggested that
more recycling should be promoted. They would like the recycling
bins to be made colourful and a feature so that they are attractive
and people are encouraged to use them.
Many commented that suitable toilets are a long way away. The
stairs are too steep for some at Marine Gardens and the ramp at
Station Green is not usable for electric wheelchairs.
Some of the group did not like to go to the seaside as they
sometimes feel unsafe, especially walking past pubs etc where
people were smoking and drinking. In particular they do not like

using the bus stops next to the Mechanical Elephant (Wetherspoons) on the seafront. They thought that an alternative location for the bus-stops
or wider paths/alternative routes may help. However their preferred option would be to have an increased presence of police/community
wardens or other authority figures. Through the discussion it was suggested that a Seafront Safety Hub/Meeting Place - perhaps multi-agency
run, could serve as base for life-guards, lost children etc and contact point for emergency services if necessary.
Precedents
The group identified the following seafronts that they had visited and said what they liked about them:
•
•
•
•
•

Broadstairs
Herne Bay
Poole
Isle of Wight
Devon

- clean
- crazy golf, nice cafes, shops
- clean, nice shops
- steam railway, cream cakes
- nice shops and beaches

Cleanliness and things to do were again strong themes. Overall they described these places as welcoming.
In contrast they thought that Margate did not look like a nice place to visit and there was nothing to welcome you to Margate. No colourful
welcome signs.
The group remembered the Kent Giants which are papier-mâché sculptures of well known local figures such as Tracy Emin and thought these
should be used to promote the seafront and bring colour and interest.
Priorities
The group were asked if they could change anything what would be the first thing they would do.
They would love to see a traditional fairground - big wheel, helter-skelter, fishing for ducks etc – which reflects their desire to see Dreamland reopen and to introduce traditional seaside elements.
.
They thought that it should be a priority to introduce some colour to the seafront and in particular for there to be a welcome sign.
They would also like to be able to get away from the traffic and see the beach, and to be able to sit as a big group.
Finally they would love to get involved and use the skills that they have developed at the day centre particularly in woodwork and catering – they
suggested displaying their artwork, painting beach huts, and even running a café.

Record of Comments

What would you like or not like to see and do at the Seaside?
Good

Bad

• Lights - like Blackpool
• Flowers - bedding and hanging baskets.
• Flags - suggest big sail flags, artwork by Local Artists, Tivoli
Centre members (and similar groups) and Local Schools.
Could be used as advertising.
• Like traditional seaside features - Ice-cream carts/bikes, Punch
& Judy, Donkeys.
• Signs with pictures and colour instead of words - both general
information and specific standard signage for people with
disabilities.
• Traffic free - or restricted to 20mph.
• Recycling Bins - make them a feature/colourful.
• Water sports and sailing.
• Looking forward to Dreamland re opening.
• Crazy Golf - there is crazy golf in Margate but there are no
signs to let you know where it is.
• Volley Ball and beach games.
• Beach Huts for activities out of the sun - could include art
based activities or things such a Wii that would attract children.
• Open-top bus or Tram - like the old Road Train that ran from
the Station to Westgate. There is an open-top bus that runs at
the moment but the service is very limited / seasonal. It is
privately owned (run by Eastonways?) so does not take
concessions/bus-passes.
• Seafront Safety Hub/Meeting Place - perhaps multi-agency
run. Could serve as base for life-guards, lost children etc and
contact point for emergency services as necessary.
• Bike Hire - Ken's Bike in Eaton Road or new one on Harbour
Arm. Like to use three wheelers - also suitable for the elderly.

• It's all grey - no colour
• Nothing to do mid-week or in winter.
• Suitable toilets are a long way away - stairs too steep for some at Marine
Gardens, ramp not usable for electric wheelchairs at Station Green.
• Not enough shops - would like a paper shop, beach shop etc.
• The existing buses are OK to get to the seafront, but it is hard to get to the
beach as the road is difficult to cross.
• Access to the beach is difficult - don't always want to sit on the sand.
Would like a boardwalk.
• Bins - rubbish, smells, wasps, flies, gum on paths. More dog poo bins
needed.
• No places for picnics, especially for larger groups - need tables and
chairs.
• No cinema on seafront - don't like the one at Westwood Cross.
• No safe cycle path separate from traffic.
• No shade on the beach
• Bad signage - lack of signs and some signs are unclear.
• Don't like to go to the seaside as sometimes feel unsafe - especially
walking passed pubs etc where people are smoking and drinking. Don't
like the bus stops next to the Mechanical Elephant (Wetherspoons). Wider
paths/alternative routes needed. Increased presence of police/community
warden or other authority figures.

Places we like & why
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadstairs – clean
Herne Bay - crazy golf, nice cafes, shops
Poole - clean, nice shops
Isle of Wight - steam railway, cream cakes
Devon - nice shops and beaches
All of these places are Welcoming

• Margate: 'Doesn't look like a nice place to visit'
• Nothing/no sign to Welcome you to Margate
• Would like to use the Kent Giants papier-mâché sculptures to
promote the seafront and bring colour and interest (stored at Café
G)

What is the First Thing you would do?
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional Fairground - big wheel, helter-skelter, fishing for ducks.
Introduce some colour
Welcome Sign
Find a way to get away from the traffic and see the beach - be able to sit as a big group
Would like to get involved - display artwork, paint beach huts, run a café etc.

Appendix G

Local Business Drop-in – June 2010

A drop-in event for members of the local business community was held at Margate Media Centre on the 8 June 2010 pm between 2pm and 6pm.
Invitations to the event were via a mail drop to businesses along the seafront, including on the beach, the Old Town and lower High Street.
Invites were also sent the Margate Town Partnership via email so that they could forward to their members.

List of Attendees
Name

Organisation

Terence Painter
Peter Curtis
Derek Pegden
Mick Tomlinson
E Jayne Jones

Margate Town Partnership
Peter Fish Factory
Amusements Main Sands
Thanet DC/Mayor
Action
Entertainment.
Thanet
Citizens
Henrys
Margate Town Partnership/ Café G
Café G
A Cut Above The Rest
A Cut Above The Rest
The Reading Rooms
F. Hinds Solicitors
Self Employed (Arlington Resident)
Spaghetti Sheep Events
Kent Wholesale
Natwest Bank
Natwest Bank
Natwest Bank
Beeping Bush
Old Town Gallery
King Fisheries
Thanet Sub Aqua

Julian Poupard
Daniel Goodman
Benna Goodman
D Mary
B Rose
Louise Oldfield
Glenn Brisley
Bill Forest
Kerry Mann
Robert Dryly
Julian Hockley
John Kirk
John Kennedy
Mick Etherton
Stephen Raptre
Ian Facey
R Smith

Senior

Structure of Event
Images of the Seafront and Station Approach were displayed, along with an introduction to the project and the Vision Statement. Attendees were
encouraged to discuss the project and vision with members of the design team and to record their comments in response to questions based
upon the objectives in the Vision Statement: Beautiful – Affordable – Sustainable – Connected.

Comments
The following comments are a record of what was recorded under each question on the post-its provided.

Beautiful
What do you think is beautiful about
Margate Seafront?
What do you love?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nothing!
Sea and sand
Harbour Arm
Beaches
Sunsets
Sea views
The potential to make it beautiful again
We don't want Margate seafront
pedestrianised

What do you think is ugly?
What don’t you like?
• Casinos
• Arlington House is the main deterrent for
visitors.
• Sea front shops/Primark
• Run down station
• Empty shops
• Graffiti
• Disrespectful kids
• Some shop keepers are rude and don't
encourage return visits
• Drunks that sit along the seafront scare
visitors away
• It is not a nice place to bring children
when you are trying to have a nice time
and you have drunk teenagers spitting
and swearing
• We don't need shops at Arlington with all
the empty shops in High Street

What should be improved?
• Property occupation
• Lower business rates
• The visual aspects of Margate should be
improved, put back to a proper seaside
town and have all the lights back on the
front
• Paint Arlington House
• More attractions and activities for children
• Bring back the good days when families
wanted to come to Margate with bright
lights and a funfair
• Families don't feel safe walking along the
seafront
• Project long overdue but may be too late.
Best of luck with the Turner but I can't see
it being a long term tourist attraction
• PR - Radio very reluctant to promote
Margate (very pro Westwood)
• More neon welcome signs. Seafront needs
more activity and life
• More decorative lighting
• Introduce a sea life centre and water sports
activities

Affordable
With a limited budget what do think money should be
spent on?
• Paint Arlington House, run down station and empty shops. Paint
over Graffiti.
• More night buses. More frequent and safer buses
• Chevron parking along whole sea front
• No traffic lights
• Improve the look of the sea front to make people want to come to
Margate
• Sort out some free parking on certain days to encourage more
visitors
• Quick fix false shop fronts
• More plants and trees

What simple improvements could be done quickly?
•
•
•
•
•

Cleaning and sign posts to shops and High Street
20 mph limit
Solving the seaweed problem
Kiosks for summer season on promenade
Putting more police on the beat to put off all the drug addicts that
hang around the corners and alleys
• Vinyl frontage on empty shops

What would you do first?
•
•
•
•
•

Better parking
Lights and plants
More officers to deter addicts and beggars that hang out.
Cleaning and more litter bins
Regular litter collections and cut grass verges more often (create
a better first impression)
• New Pier, sports/swimming facilities and a sea life centre. More
family entertainment, and rock and music venues

Where should money be spent to improve things long
term?
• Encourage new businesses to the area, subsidised?
• Lights, flags and flowers along seafront. Provide a line down the
middle of the footpath to clearly identify space for pedestrians and
cyclists
• Sculptures, pavement art and more platforms along the beach.
• Clean up and promote Margate. Mention events on radio, in
papers etc
• Underpass from station to beach
• Find some sort of solution to keep Margate looking nice and
clean.
• Donkeys? Pedalos?
• Promote Margate. Keep it clean. Encourage people to visit the
town. Keep Tracy Emins negative comments out of the national
press
• At least 3 new major attractions. At least 1 under cover.
• New street furniture and better lighting
• Suitable flower baskets and pots etc

Sustainable
What does sustainable mean to you?

How should it be managed?

• An easier way to make Margate a nice place to go
• Bag up the seaweed, wash it, shred it and sell it at B+Q as
fertiliser. Waste product into useful product! Job done!
• Long term investment

• Some sort of seafront cleaner that can maintain the front
• Well planned and managed for the future. Not subject to influence
by developers with only short term profit in mind
• Visit Brighton, Eastbourne or Blackpool. Our beach is better but
these towns are better presented and managed. Or Yarmouth

What should be looked after for the future?

What will it look like in 10 years? What will the legacy be?

• Keep access for the car!
• The upkeep of the seafront so it always looks like a great place to
come, like the old days
• Water quality, old town, beach

• Margate has potential to benefit from being located close to the
2012 Olympics and the Manston Airport. Margate could be the
place to be
• If it’s left to deteriorate it will become just another run down exseaside town. If it's improved then it could become a lively and
vibrant place
• Where do I park my caravan? These days are gone. Where do I
park my car?

Connected
How easy is it to get to Margate?

Where are the problems and how can they be fixed?

• Very
• Can't park, don't want to stay. Where is the road out? Won't come
again
• Very good
• Station roundabout, commissioned public art project to welcome
visitors

• Marine Terrace. Promote balanced commercial development of
new café-culture and arcades. This requires semipedestrianisation. Need to realise the potential of the prime
natural asset of Margate Bay
• Road in front of bay to be pedestrianised, with all traffic diverted
around bay. Café culture on the front

How easy is it to get from one place to another within
Margate?

Do you cycle or walk? Why / Why not?

• A bus service to the station would be good
• Better bus service past the Turner Centre
• Traffic speeds in town do not need to be calmed. Thanet gets grid
locked very quickly

• Cycle, walk.

Appendix H

Youth Groups

Quarterdeck 16 June 2010
A workshop was held with Margate Youth Council at the Quarterdeck in Zion Place on 16 June 2010. The group meet on a regular basis to
discuss a range of issues and organise events. The group represented several schools in the area and some members travel from outside
Margate to attend the council which is overseen by local youth workers. The members are girls and boys aged from fourteen to seventeen years
old.
They were shown historical images of Margate as a thriving and prosperous seaside town, which started a discussion on what has gone wrong
and subsequently what could be done to return Margate to its former glory. The ideas and comments were wide ranging with each member
contributing; they ranged from proposals for new piers and staging areas to better signage to existing local attractions. They all thought that
creating new spaces where live entertainment could take place along the seafront and more beach activity would help.

Good

Bad

Stone Pier
Clock Tower
Winter Gardens
Mix of old and new
Marine Gardens
Sea/beach
Dane Park
Hartsdown Centre, new facilities
History/Culture
Caves
Old Town

Shut shops
Not safe at night when clubs close
Nothing for families by beach
Not family orientated
Looks tired
Poor buildings
Bad maintenance
Dirt and rubbish
Worn out
Amusements Poor
Sea front tatty
Sea front busy with cars

Can we save Margate?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YES!
Benches/Art on the beach
Wooden deck on beach
Live bands and music
Reduce width of Road
Mini pier and band stand
Fireworks
Lights and flags
Paint items on the seafront
Volleyball nets
Fair by the sea / on promenade
Wave machine
Artificial reef
Ice rink
Regular markets
Beach huts
Jazz on jetty
Cinema
Use Facebook to promote Margate
Don't try and compete, be different

Engage Forum
A presentation was given to the Thanet Engage Youth Forum on 6 June 2010 outlining the vision for the Seafront and Station Approach.
Postcards inviting people to share their likes, dislikes and aspirations were distributed to the Forum Members and they were encouraged to
distribute these at youth events.
The majority of postcards returned were from Margate’s ‘Summer Blast’ event that was hosted by Engage on Thursday 5 August, between 2pm
and 6pm at Dane Park in Margate. The event provided a range of youth activities primarily aimed at 11 to 19 year olds, but with additional
activities for those aged up to 11 and families.

POSTCARDS – Engage Forum ‘Summer Blast’ 5 August 2010
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plays, shows to the public and puppet shows
Cleaner, more stuff to do for teenagers
More free stuff for kids
More food places, sports
Children having fun like today together – music, face
painting, football etc
Sport area, food bar
Volleyball, nets, football
Clean beaches, shops
More shops, youth orientated things, cinemas
Clean streets, shops
Clean up the sea, make it nicer and cleaner
Rink, improve facilities on seafront area as arcades
Make it clean
More rides
Dreamland open, fun stuff to do on the beach
I think the beach needs more entertainment and more
funfairs, make the beach clean
A dump, old, ok, dirty
Dreamland, no arcades on seafront, shop open
More sports and a Margate football pitch for everyone
A pier, shops, eating places
Football, music
To be clean, nice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More activities for under 10’s, that are cheap
Things for young people to take part in - restaurants, shops,
hotels, re-do Dreamland
People! Restaurants! Hotels!
A pier, penny arcade, more rubbish bins, candy floss, toffee
apples, hot dogs
Bring Dreamland back
More colourful and more fun like rides and stuff
Swings – funfair, bring back the seaside train rides! Stop the
boarded up shops. Music in piazza more often
Ice skating rink, roller skating, more funfairs, paint balling,
train rides back!!! More live music
More activities for 13 yr olds, make it look more tidy
More bins so we can get more sea life because people drop
rubbish on it
Make Arlington an eye-catching building rather than an
eyesore. Commission an artist to be creative
Its embarrassing to say I live in Margate….fix up the seafront
and get more shops
Paint Arlington House!
Empty buildings boarded up with plain white near fronts.
Could then be used to advertise local businesses
Paint Arlington itself to look like a helter-skelter – make it
more fun and in keeping with new Dreamland ideas, bring

•
•

back the lights along the parade of arcades and shops, revamp guest houses to be more inviting. Re vamp car park
and make it a less threatening space with more lights,
colours and better security
Paint street furniture creative colours – make it quirky with
the kiosk arcades
Bring sofa / armchairs etc: artistic activities, random large
pieces out to compliment Turner Centre

•
•

Paint Arlington House either in rainbow colours or to look like
a block of colourful Lego
Turn seafront into pedestrian zone. No cars!! Have a music
complex in the centre of the arcade area. Thanet has many
musicians in the area with hardly any practice rooms. There
are more muso’s in Thanet than artists

Appendix I

Community Representatives Workshop – September 2010

Purpose and Format of event
A workshop for community representatives was held at the Margate Media Centre on Friday 10 September 2010. Invitees to the workshop
include those that had attended the previous workshop in June 2010 and others that had been identified during the design and engagement
process.
The objectives of this workshop were to:
•
•
•
•

Feedback on project progress
Report back on findings of first round of engagement
Give stakeholders the opportunity to review / road test draft improvement masterplan
Assist design team to refine proposal

A brief presentation was given to the group to remind the group of the project aims, project team structure, programme and the Vision
Statement. This also served as a briefing to those who had not attended the previous event.
A summary was provided of the engagement exercises that had been carried out so far along with the findings of these exercises, and how they
had informed and influenced the design concept.
The Draft Public Realm Improvement Masterplan was introduced to the group and the main scheme components explained. The main
components included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway Simplification
Station Frontage
Station Green Roundabout
Dreamland Space
Beach Access
Traditional Seafront
Garden Rooms
Stepped Revetment

Following the presentation the attendees were split into four sub-groups supported by a facilitator to guide the discussion and record comments.
Each group was provided with a draft Public Realm Improvement Masterplan and asked for their initial response to the design concept.

The groups then ran through proposal with the facilitator and critique the proposals item by item, noting positives, negatives and suggested
improvements.
The attendees re-grouped at the end of the workshop to report back their findings.

List of Attendees
Name
Cllr Iris Johnston
Cllr John Watkins
Terry Painter
Ron Greene
John Moss
Eric Easton
Douglas Bush
Jasmin Rose
Victor de Ridder
Stefan White
Steve Darling
Simon Dobson
Sam Causer
Art Hewitt
Doug Brown
Grant Burton
Nick Dermott
Paul Gray
Anne Charman
Guy Hollaway
Andrew Woolford

Organisation
Thanet District Council
Thanet District Council
Margate Town Partnership
Arlington House Residents Association (AHRA)
Arlington House Residents Association (AHRA)
Eastonways
Thanet Cycle Forum
Thanet Engage Forum/ Pie Factory Music
Pie Factory Music
Pie Factory Music
Kent Highway Service (KHS)
3D Reid Architects
Sam Causer Studio /Conservation Area Action Group (CAAG)
Theatre Royal
Thanet DC
Thanet DC
TDC Heritage Officer
Turner Contemporary
KCC Community Engagement Manager
Guy Hollaway Assoc. for Dreamland Trust
Guy Hollaway Assoc. for Dreamland Trust

Stakeholder Comments:
General Comments on Approach and Design
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not too ambitious (GOOD)
Like the general approach
Approach taken on the continent is good
Good not to complicate things any further?
Basically good
Artist impressions would help
Ambitious - but necessary because of station / loos / access to beach
Comments taken on board
Taking / claiming more pedestrian space
Like boardwalk pedestrian access to beach and lower promenade away from traffic
Like increased pedestrian space

Positives
• New space at Station Green
• Improved link between Dreamland and beach
• Space for young people – venue
• Boardwalk – safe and accessible
• Road improvements – improved pedestrian permeability

Negatives
• Station frontage
• Clock tower – lack of solution
• Pedestrian crossing not opposite Dreamland
• Poor access for pedestrians – Marine Gardens
• Go further with pedestrian access across marine terrace – shared
space

Prioritise funding
• Boardwalk – immediate benefit
• Then improve access points or point
• Widening pavements – sustainable paving – ensure it is replaced
like for like when repairs are undertaken

Highway Concerns
• Must cope with traffic flows – Tesco, Turner, Dreamland
• Traffic Numbers
• Traffic will increase
• Relief Road?
• Good idea to eliminate Station Green roundabout
• New traffic lights should be addressed as part of masterplan they are clutter
• Consider options of mini roundabout
• Rethink traffic light situation

Comments on Elements and Materials
Materials
• Recycled concrete is a good idea but we
need to think about chewing gum and
staining, cleaning
• Lots of granite which has gone down in
London and has stained
• How easy is it to get up? Concrete
paving is easy to get up
• Need to avoid patchwork
Facilities
• Toilets – Renew Important, Harbour Arm
• Good facilities. Vital
• Telescopes
• Plan journey
• More seats
• Coastal train. Enhanced. Each fully
integrated
• Night time use. Parking on new
pavement
• Cycling provision should be retained and
provision for parking bikes
• Timber walk and sand problems

Barriers
• Can we afford to take away crash barriers
for school children
• Barriers don’t necessary keep people safe
• Mixed views on removal of barriers
Beach Access
• Good – Beach access is better
• Too many steps
• Need to be opposite crossing points
• Like the step design
• Beach is good if accessible
• Like improved access to beach
Bus Stops and Parking
• National Express
• Drop off for coaches
• An extra bus layby beside Nayland Rock

Welcome Sign
• Oh no!
• The opposite to what we want
• It says “Las Vegas”
• When you arrive in Verona it does not say
“welcome to Verona”
• Location is ok
• Could be vintage funfair style
• Celebrate the heritage element
• Location shown would block the view
• Cheesy
• Tack
• Very soon look tired
• Illumination on the wrong side
• We are not Las Vegas
• Welcome sign “in principle” is a good idea
• By Nayland rock
• Welcome sign need to be simple –
understated
• Could add to street clutter

Comments on Layout and Places
Station
• Needs more thought as main route given up to vehicular traffic
alongside a main pedestrian/cycle friendly layout
• Could pedestrian route be more direct (thru desire line) rather
than behind car parking
• Coming out of station are you just seeing a line of shelters?
• Prefer bus on left as come out of station
• How will cyclists leave station likely to go against one way
system?
• Move the practical aspects of bus drop off and turning circle to
other end
• Intuitively use of space should be first pedestrians, cyclists third
cars/vehicles
• Bus priority - encourage seamless travel by providing bus/train
interchange together; shelters; interchange Bluewater; disabled
bus access; plus bus
• Increase public realm outside railway station on route to seafront
Station Green
• Like reclaiming roundabout for public realm
• But what is happening at traffic junctions explain in more detail
• Can new building be better integrated to TS Elliot shelter/beach/
boardwalk - needs careful thought
• New building and surround need to be thought about carefully
with enough time
• Those facilities for beach (toilets, showers) better at beach level
• Extension option preferred
• If doing it, do it right
• Remove into unit – better to have clear space for pedestrians
and cyclists
• Building could be integrated with TS Elliot shelter
• Ample access to beach
• TS Elliot shelter café included?
• Prefer second option

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 No buses to be accommodated in the space
Need to take care with station frontage security
Additional doorway, serious security consideration
Tables and chairs good
Building usage - good - cycle hire could move from Harbour Arm
Layout good, trees fine
Need a bit more colour
Not dense vegetation to stop drug dealing
Needs to be low maintenance vegetation
Taxi rank needs careful enforcement
Info unit - great - but could be interactive
Promote local business and events
Local shops/hotels not just major attractions
Need to vet what is promoted

•
•
•
•
•
•

Building to be accessed from front and back
Top of building to be used as stage
Good that TS Elliot shelter is freed up from road
Positive that road space is reduced
Positive deck
Traffic light controls could be a problem - replicating what
happened at Turner
Concerns over the capacity of junction
Need to look into a roundabout
Crossing at Buenos Ayres/by the lifeboat man
Artwork is ok – be more criticism if you removed it
Need to maintain existing vehicle capacity
Spaces for doing things
Space near to station and bus stop is good
Bands/art displays

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporate a fountain
Space needs to be actively managed with a programme
Existing green space could get better used because of the
improvements
Could be a play space
Visitor hub – concept is ok
Can we re-use what used to be there/underground/accessible
from beach
Need to take care, re design/look
Visitor hub location is good
Multi-used games area/play area could accompany the proposal
Brighton is a good example – volleyball etc
Local groups would use the space once its implemented
Light trees are good
Need more light trees along the frontage
Steps/ramp outside Dreamland Theatre is good but needs a bit
of greenery

Marine Terrace/Dreamland Space
• Need to create an alternative area for skateboarders
• Boardwalk is good
• Provides opportunity to provide space for other kiosks
• Existing boardwalk is licensed - think about that
• Boardwalk - think about the tide
• Boardwalk depends on being protected by the sand
• Allow activities and kiosks along boardwalk
• Be aware rats
• Misuse by people with dogs - control
• Think about misuse of cycles
• Cyclist ride along pavement on Marine Terrace
• Can we create a new cycle lane to take cyclist off the
promenade?
• Brighton’s cycle lane is on the pavement
• Concessions in the boardwalk is on the waiting list
• Concessions on the existing deck
• Concessions under the deck

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arlington proposal trees could also be light
Trees - light is good for security
Lighting from public realm, not Arlington
Crossing/Steps/Space is good
Could store bins under the steps
All integrated
Bus/Coach drop off needs to moved for emergency vehicle
access
Steps could place for skate boarders
Good place for people just to sit
Great place for a legal graffiti boards
Could not remove the existing deck - but could extent
Visitor hub could be on three levels
Need to avoid abortive spend
New toilet locations near and could be re-used

Marine Drive. Loading. Blocking Rd. Like build out at Station
Green
Arlington House!! Looks
Tesco size
Promote Dreamland space as a multi age space – not just young
people
Tunnel to side of Dreamland is proposed access – consider
moving to “Gap” and carry on to beach with similar material
Flip DDA parking and Dreamland / beach access
Could the “GAP” become entrance to Dreamland instead?
Consider making whole a 20mph zone with ramped pedestrian
crossing and no pelican crossing
More pedestrian access into Dreamland so direct access
between beach and Dreamland
Neon sign - local youths to design, want sign but not Vegas style.
Needs to relate to Margate
Not keen on style

•
•
•
•
•
•

Decide on location
Needs to be high - above view
Dreamland steps - wider if possible - crossing point
Dreamland is not the only important thing about Margate
Like generous access which prioritises pedestrians – should it be
opposite Gap?
Greenery to “soften” new pavement/road scheme

Clock Tower & Marine Gardens
• The area around Albert Terrace should be included in scheme
• Marine Gardens – consider changing pavement on north side to
allow wider pavement on south side
• Need better signage to Old Town and Theatre Royal
• Consider unnecessary paving down south side by reducing north
side
• Consider adding Albert Terrace into scheme
Marine Parade & Stepped Revetment
• Very positive response
• Possibly seasonal
• Childs’ bathing pool to form part of masterplan
• Better direct access (physical crossing and licensing) from cafes
• Break up flood wall with gates
• Bend not a good idea on sea walls because unsafe
• Shared surface for loading bay/cafes
• Defining space for pedestrians and cyclists encourages
proprietarily aspect - better shared space
• Revetment a plus to area - sun
• Not just engineering – good
• Consider crossing that is more natural
• Better connection with café space
• Will cafes be licensed for public realm?
• Café area possible to revert to parking in winter?
• Will cafes be able to use public realm as licensed space? If so
better connection with step revetment is needed

•
•
•
•

Like the linking boardwalk
It’s the best thing to have additional walking space, good for
pushchairs and can be used by wheelchairs
Boardwalk around café good link
Can it be extended to revetment?

•
•
•
•
•

Marine Gardens – problem with disabled access along pavement
Too many barriers
Must alter the steps to the toilets near existing beach cafe
Could we have a beach level access to the toilets?
Toilets/Artists under arches like the ones at Brighton

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serves a purpose which is good
Could get rid of seaweed
Art installations
Artists selling artwork along Marine Drive
Could extend garden rooms further along
Could have garden rooms around Arlington development
Parking removal is a concern
We need the parking at night
Coach drop off points near toilets
Anything new needs to be designed to withstand waves
Stage / shelter on the stepped revetment
All year use, not just summer
Shelters need to be added Æ wind and sun protection
Purpose designed kiosks which can be moved like the Royal
Parks

Appendix J

Local Business Drop-in – September 2010

A drop-in event was held at Margate Media Centre on the 15 September 2010. Attendees included the Mayor of Margate, local Councillors,
representatives from Thanet DC, Groundwork Trust, local artists and designers, art dealers, café and take away owners including Papp’s Chip
Shop, Beano Café and Marina Café, and a range of local shops and businesses.
Two conceptual masterplan options were displayed and are illustrated below. Option A shows a paved treatment throughout the scheme and
enhanced space and deck area at Station Green. Option B is demonstrates a more affordable scheme with a predominantly tarpaved highway
and a more modest approach at Station Green.

Option A

Option B

Attendees had the opportunity to discuss the proposals with members of the design team and to record their comments in response to questions
based upon the objectives in the Vision Statement: Beautiful – Affordable – Sustainable – Connected.
A summary of these comments is provided below:

Beautiful
The project team believe that a simple harmonious design approach will show off the natural beauty and fine architecture of Margate
Seafront? Do you agree?
• Yes we need some new architecture to fit in a little bit more with
the Turner, otherwise it will stand alone too much and not blend
with the rest of the town
• Yes, it is nice to see some more shops by Tesco, joke shop and
Café G
• Arlington House – I approve it
• Marine Gardens – does look better
• Victorian Shelter – good to increase pavement space
• No – Natural Beauty will always show itself. Fine Architecture –
lets not go too overboard with this statement- there are fine
buildings here, buildings are always enhanced when found almost
accidentally – not pointed out as a reason to be here

• Be bold not understated, embrace the heritage and combine it
with the 21st – Give visitors the WOW factor to create a buzz not a
zzzzzz
• Station Roundabout – really good alternative
• All projects in this room are positive. I do feel these things should
be done continually until we can open Dreamland and Turner
Centre.
• Yes! Simplicity is key - the beach, sky, sunsets don’t need any
competition from an over designed solution
• Very much agree
• Yes, this will bring more focus onto the good parts of the front and
will create a positive influence onto locals and tourists

Any other comments:
• We need spaces/facilities suitable for people (of all ages) to take
part in physical activity: i.e. multi-use games area (MUGA),
outdoor gym, permanent table tennis, permanent beach
volleyball, a few chess tables (!) (London, New York, Milan …
why not MARGATE?)
• Bring back Margate Caves – used to be very popular
• Bring back Dreamland
• Do more along seafront area
• More toilets for disabled people
• Would like town to be cleaner, especially Marine Gardens. Bad
smells.
• More parking on seafront – good for business
• More robust attitude by council to properties on the landside

• Harbour / seaweed/ smell problem needs to be addressed
• Would like the design approach to be contemporary and
sympathetic – not pastiche
• The arcades are an eyesore! There is some amazing architecture
on the seafront but it needs looking after. Owners should be
made to look after their frontage or be fined (like in Bermuda!)
• We must encourage businesses to help by cleaning and looking
after their property
• I would like to see:
o A play area, free and suitable for young children.
o Picnic Area for outside eating

Affordable
Do you think the proposed improvements represent sufficient investment to improve the seafront without being overly extravagant?
• Yes, we mustn’t alienate the locals but at the same time, we must
aspire to attract ‘well off’ people to Margate. i.e. The type of
people who spend their money in Broadstairs/Ramsgate Harbour
on Sundays/week nights. What would bring them to Margate?
• Could be enough, I would say so at the moment. Proposals would
improve. Project has identified the right area to do work – the
seafront needs the work. Project is good news
• I’d hardly call it extravagant – more like cautious and sleepy
• Yes – this town needs fluidity of money coming in – trade – and
this saves unemployment etc
• You can always spend more and more …

• Though I don’t really understand cost implications. If a simple
solution that it is economic in design is proposed then this isn’t
extravagant.
• Yes – but it’s just a starting pint for the area
• Yes, there is a big improvement on public access and making the
space more pedestrianised is a fantastic idea
• Can planting be suitable for seafront location with use of weed
deterrents e.g. gravel to reduce ongoing costs associated with
maintenance?

Any other comments:
• Problems with rubbish along seafront/back alleys.
• Poor lighting in back alleys (Crown Bingo), problem with vandals
• Have more events – i.e. balloon day, bike days and encourage
people to visit and generate income to circulate in Margate
• None of us will survive. Please market Margate – we need
visitors!
• More neon lights – sustainable and eco harnessing

• New lighting displays – new technology like solar whilst retaining
the old time seaside character of seafront
• The design appears to be economical
• At the present we are aware that financial situations may hold
things back

Sustainable
Will these proposals serve you and Margate well into the future?
•
•
•

•
•

Proposals may, actions will. What happens if they get rejected?
Is there a Plan B? There has been much ‘talk’ and hope in the
past, can change be delivered?
I hope so. Like the idea of boardwalks – filling in the gaps. Good
that pavements are wider. Would like to see more/better cycle
lanes
Yes, however certain areas, like the proposed decking area
would need to be looked after and treated in order for it to look
‘clean.’ As long as we can keep Margate looking clean and
‘modern’, Margate will 100% become a popular place to visit
once again
As part of an overall plan of action for Margate it will help – as a
standalone plan it would feel like an empty gesture
Margate needs an identity, this is a move in the direction of 21st
century trippers paradise

•
•
•
•
•

In the near future, certainly but more unsure about longer term.
May not be sufficient, but it all helps
Yes, a simple elegant design solution will allow for growth and
change, development without becoming redundant in a few
years and tired
I think the scheme looks sustainable so should serve well
Yes, this will make a difference to the frontage, it will make
people start to believe there is more hope for Margate
These look good but would welcome a ‘private’ investment side
to help fund it – ‘Starbucks Green’?

Any other comments:
•
•
•

Hopeful it will improve the area along the seafront
Shops, particularly Primark generates a huge amount of waste
that sits, at present, on their seafront entrance. They must be
persuaded to change this!!!
Use of sustainable materials – eco planting etc. harmonious with
natural landscape – a great idea.

•
•
•

To be effective the scheme should co-ordinate with other
initiatives e.g. Dreamland, Old Town development etc.
Of course we hope that Margate will develop further so it does
need to be future proof
The town needs a new and fresh look

Connected
Will the proposals make it easier to get to and around Margate Seafront and the Beach?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Yes
Hopefully. Easier access for people with buggies to get to beach.
Boardwalks very good idea to make more space. Good to
improve the lighting along seafront (poor lighting at the moment
makes it frightening to go along front at night at the moment)
Sounds great – more space to enjoy ‘the space’. Looks like a
place to want to spend time in rather than cut through
The council must grasp the nettle of traffic through the Old Town
and traffic calming in this project
No more excuses TDC DO IT
No parking in Belgrave Road – people can’t even drop off
because of its zig-zags or thick yellow lines. Could yellow lines by
the old Thai restaurant be done away with, allowing 4 cars to
stop maybe for an hour or half hour?

Any other comments:
• There needs to be a cycle path, pedestrians don’t want cyclists
on the pavement and a lot of young people are not confident to
ride on the roads
• Bathing pool needs to improve around the beach area. Nowhere
to sit around Harbour Arm / around the Harbour
• Horrible smell from seaweed needs to be addressed
• Bus turning not much
• On the design plans, I couldn’t see a cycle path. I feel a cycle
path would be needed if we as a country are trying to promote a
‘healthy lifestyle’, but also for safety of cyclists

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

It looks easier
Way-finding is key – should not be an afterthought or add-in.
Simple – unobtrusive but impactful signage (maybe a
contradiction?) is required urgently for new businesses in Old
Town, as it is rather hidden away
On face value yes – but would need to see more detail
Yes the crossing points are fantastic idea and it will be nice to
see the railings disappear. The concept of focussing on people
rather than traffic will work well
Signage and ‘What’s on’ signs so visitors know where to go

Traffic needs addressing. Draft Masterplan proposes good
compromise to make more pedestrian friendly. This is very
important
More detail and signage proposals required to ensure full
connection with other areas of town achieved
The Old Town shouldn’t be forgotten though. More signage is
required to draw people to it rather than it being hidden away
But we also need to keep an eye on the landside of the seafront
from Arlington site to the Harbour

Appendix K

Thanet Day Care Opportunities Service 11 January 2011

An engagement event was arranged on Tuesday 11 January 2011 to inform the group about the progress that has been made so far and to seek their
opinions on what has been proposed.
The group was presented with two A1 boards summarising their comments from the previous round of consultations. In addition, two A0 masterplan
drawings were used to explain the changes that had been made to the scheme. A series of photomontages were used to graphically illustrate the major
changes to the scheme.
The following comments were made by the group:

Do you like the new layout?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes!
Would make you feel safer walking along the streets
Easier to ride bikes
(Revetment is a popular feature) Will be a nice place to sit without having to go down onto the beach
Needs more seating areas
More shaded seating areas
More temporary seating in the summer
Like the boardwalk – gives better access to the beach

Is there anything we have missed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Car parking – is there enough?
Better signage for car parks is needed when entering the town
Flags wanted along seafront – England flags and space for advertising
‘Welcome to Margate’ sign – one at the western and one at the eastern edge of the town
‘Thank you for visiting’ sign
Dreamland signage (when built)
More shops / stalls along seafront to sell sweets, cakes and snacks
Another crossing around Marine Gardens
More road sweepers needed

Appendix L

Thanet Youth Council Event

An engagement event was arranged to inform members of Thanet Youth Council and the Pie Factory organisation about the progress that has been
made so far and to seek their opinions on what is being proposed. The event was held at Marine Studios on Wednesday 04 February 2011
The group was presented with two A1 boards summarising comments from the previous round of consultations. There were some young people at this
event who had not previously been involved and so a brief summary of the project was given.
In addition, two sets of A0 masterplan drawings were used to explain how the scheme had evolved since the previous rounds of consultation. And
finally, a series of photomontages were used to graphically illustrate how the changes to the public realm might look once completed.
Once the drawings and plans had been presented and the group had been given a chance to comment on the proposals, Jacobs facilitators led a
discussion, which centred on the following questions. Attendees made the following comments:

Do you like the new layout?
•

Prefer the Clock Tower junction which allows more space on the beach side. Better
use of space.

•

Improved pedestrian links from the Marine Gardens to the beach.

•

Like the concept without the central reservation as it creates more pedestrian space.

•

Like the central reservation as it makes the road easier to cross.

•

Station Green space is an important addition as it will provide a good, usable open
space for community events

•

Tourist information is a good idea – need to repeat information at the Clock Tower
junction

Is there anything we have missed?
•
•

Performance space / bandstand around Station Green space – if not a permanent structure then the flexibility to have stages constructed on the
space, include electrical hook ups.
Not many options for parking along the seafront
o Easier to park near to the beach in other towns, e.g. Broadstairs. Why many people might go there instead of Margate.
o Plenty of short stay car parking spaces in Margate but not enough options for people wanting to stay for a day. Discourages days out.

Will it provide space you can use? If so, how?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fun fairs, with bouncy castles.
To give directions / wayfinding / information outside of the Railway Station
o Reinforce this information at the Clock Tower junction
o Keep information consistent throughout the town
 Give information on Dreamland and Shell Grotto
Use the railings along the seafront as an advertising space for local events or for local artists to display works
Bespoke seating along the seafront from the Railway Station to Turner Gallery. Create a theme that continues along the seafront.
Move the market from the Town Centre / Cecil Square to the beach during summer months. Would create an attractive use that would bring life
to Marine Terrace.
Cycle lanes (if segregated) should be on the road side of the pavements. In the summer people stand up against the railings and look out over
the beach, especially when beach events are happening (volleyball etc) and this would create a conflict between pedestrians and cyclists.

Appendix M

Conceptual Masterplan Options – with and without central reserve

Marine Terrace – narrowed carriageway only

Marine Terrace – narrowed carriageway with central reserve

Beautiful

Affordable

Sustainable

Connected

Existing public realm is
constructed from easily
available, budget materials.
However many elements are
in poor condition and in need
of general repair and
maintenance e.g. broken
and/or patched pavements;
painting and repair is needed
to many elements of street
furniture and railings.

Constructed with easily
available materials
(predominantly tarpaved).
However numerous street
furniture elements and
railings need regular painting
and repair to ensure that they
look fresh and in good
condition.
Existing scheme does not
accord with aspiration to
regenerate the town and
attract investment and
visitors.

Existing highway forms a
significant barrier to
pedestrians trying to cross
from the land/town to the
beach.
Pedestrians are corralled by
railings to controlled crossing
points that are located for
highway convenience rather
than following desire lines.

Capital/Construction
Costs: No significant overall
preference

Simple design and materials
palette to enable
straightforward highway and
public realm maintenance
and will help to ensure
longevity and future-proofing.

Represents an improvement
over existing wide
carriageway for pedestrians
who favour an informal
crossing between landside
and beach.
Narrowed carriageway slows
traffic and encourages a
cautious approach by
motorists.
Allows for a widened
promenade
No ambiguity between
highway and footway.

Design Option
Existing: Marine Drive and Marine Parade
Wide highway is a dominant
feature of the seafront and a
significant detracting element
from valued features such as
beach, sea views, townscape
and architectural elements,
such as TS Elliott Shelter.
Heavily cluttered with mismatched railings, street
furniture and other
paraphernalia.

Narrowed single Carriageway without Central Reserve
Wider pavements creating
more active space on
promenade and against
existing buildings.

Revenue/Maintenance
Costs: With appropriate
detailed design maintenance
could be undertaken in a
manner similar to existing.

Beautiful
Narrowed single carriageway with Central Reserve
Central reserve breaks up
highway space reducing its
visual dominance.
Potential to reduce flexibility
for funfairs and events along
Marine Parade

Affordable

Sustainable

Connected

Capital/Construction
Costs: No significant overall
preference

Slight negative against
‘without reserve’ option - as
introduces an additional
surface to the materials
palette for the reserve area,
and therefore potential
implication for future
maintenance and sourcing of
replacement materials etc.

Informal crossing using
central reserve provides an
additional option for
pedestrians from town to
beach.
Improves connection
between commercial
property on the landside and
the town, to the beach.
Reserve would only be used
by the confident and able
bodied, and uses space that
could be of greater benefit to
more users if used to widen
the promenade
Possible ambiguity between
vehicles and pedestrian
space.
Whilst it slows traffic and
encourages a cautious
approach, safety needs to be
carefully considered.

Revenue/Maintenance
Costs: Greater than non
reserve option as increased
traffic management is
required for routine
maintenance.

Appendix N

Junction Options

Station Green Junction
Remodelled 4-arm Roundabout

New Mini Roundabout

Signal Controlled Junction

New Mini Roundabout

Signal Controlled Junction

Clock Tower Junction
Existing Layout Upgraded

Comparison of Junction Options
Design Option

Station Green Junction
Public Realm

Cost &
Delivery

Pedestrian
Integration

Operational
Capacity

SUMMARY

Existing Roundabout

Very Poor

Very Good

Very Poor

Moderate

VERY POOR

Existing 4-arm roundabout with enhanced public
realm

Moderate

Good

Moderate

Moderate

MODERATE

Remodelled 4-arm roundabout

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Good

MODERATE

3-way Signal controlled at All Saints Avenue

Very Good

Poor

Very Good

Poor

GOOD

Mini-Roundabout at All Saints Avenue

Very Good

Poor

Very Good

Very Poor

MODERATE

Public Realm

Cost &
Delivery

Pedestrian
Integration

Operational
Capacity

SUMMARY

Poor

Very Good

Very Poor

Very Poor

VERY POOR

Existing roundabout with enhanced public realm

Moderate

Good

Moderate

Very Poor

MODERATE

4-way Signal controlled junction at Belgrave Road

Very Good

Poor

Very Good

Poor

GOOD

Good

Poor

Moderate

Very Poor

POOR

Clock Tower Junction

Existing roundabout

Relocated mini-roundabout at Belgrave Road

Score

Public Realm

5 - Very Good

The proposals enhance the layout, mix,
scale, appearance, human interaction
and cultural aspects of the public realm;
they enhance the setting of
characteristic features of the townscape;
they enable a sense of place and scale
to be restored and enhance the
character of the townscape through
beneficial and sensitive design.

4 - Good

The proposals fit very well with the
layout, mix, scale, appearance, human
interaction and cultural aspects of the
townscape; they respect the setting of
characteristic features of the townscape;
they enable a sense of place and scale
to be restored and enhance the
character of the townscape through
beneficial and sensitive design.

3 –Moderate

The proposals are well designed to
complement the layout, mix, scale,
appearance, human interaction and
cultural aspects of the public realm; and
incorporate measures to ensure that the
scheme will blend in well with
surrounding townscape features and
elements

2 - Poor

The proposals do not quite fit the layout,
mix, scale, appearance, human
interaction and cultural aspects of the
public realm; and/or cannot be
completely mitigated for because of the
nature of the proposal itself or the
character of the townscape through
which it passes.

1 - Very Poor

Out of scale or at odds with the layout,
mix, scale, appearance, human
interaction and cultural aspects of the
public realm; and/or has an adverse
impact on a townscape of recognised
quality or on vulnerable and important
characteristic features or elements.

Cost & Delivery

Operational Capacity

Pedestrian Connectivity

No highway alignment changes with no
resurfacing. Minor footway resurfacing
and surface material changes. No signal
units/replacements. Minimal traffic
management. Very easy buildability

Whole junction operating within practical
capacity during peak periods (0.850
RFC (roundabouts), 90% Degree of
Saturation (traffic signals).

Formal crossing points are placed along
natural desire lines.
Crossings are all signal controlled to
provide optimum convenience for
disabled and older people, and people
with young children,
The proposals allow for informal
crossings.

Minor highway alignment changes with
minor resurfacing. Footway resurfacing
and surface material changes including
footway rebuild. Low number of signal
units/replacements. Average traffic
management. Easy buildability

Whole junction operating within total
capacity during peak periods (1.000
RFC, 100% Degree of Saturation)

Formal crossing points are close to
natural desire lines resulting in a short
diversion to cross safely.
Crossings are convenient for disabled
and older people, and people with young
children, although they may not all be
signal controlled.
The proposals allow for informal
crossings.

Medium highway alignment changes
with minor full depth reconstruction
anticipated. Moderate paved areas
including sizeable areas of footway
rebuild. Medium number of signal units.
High Traffic management. Moderate
buildability

Junction generally operates within total
capacity during peak periods (1.000
RFC, 100% Degree of Saturation).

Formal crossing points are located a
short way from natural desire lines
resulting in a slight diversion to cross
safely. Crossings are adequate for
disabled and older people, and people
with young children. The proposals
allow for informal crossings.

Extensive highway alignment changes
with some full depth reconstruction
anticipated. Considerable paved areas
including footway rebuild. High number
of signal units. High traffic management.
Hard buildability

Junction in excess of total capacity
(1.000 RFC, 100% Degree of Saturation)
with excessive queuing in peak periods.
Potential for improvements through
traffic management.

Formal crossing points are located away
from natural desire lines resulting in a
moderate diversion to cross safely.
Crossings are inconvenient for disabled
and older people, and people with young
children. The proposals allow for some
informal crossings.

Major highway alignment changes with
majority full depth reconstruction
anticipated. Considerable paved areas
mainly including footway rebuild. High
number of signal units. Extensive traffic
management. Very Hard buildability

Junction in excess of total capacity
(1.000 RFC, 100% Degree of Saturation)
with excessive queuing in peak periods.
No potential for improvements through
traffic management.

Desire lines are obstructed by barriers.
Formal crossing points are absent or
located well away from natural desire
lines resulting in a significant diversion to
cross safely.
Crossings are particularly inconvenient
for disabled and older people, and
people with young children. Options are
limited to allow informal crossings.

